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Abstract

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is one of the most used
protocols today for protecting web and email traffic. TLS 1.3 is the
latest version of TLS which was standardized in 2018, bringing with it
many changes and new features to the protocol. One of those new fea-
tures is the zero round trip-time (0-RTT) handshake mode that allows
clients to send application data to servers before the full TLS connection
is established. However, such data can be replayed by an active adver-
sary and the TLS specification is not completely clear on what mech-
anisms should be implemented to counter that, leaving the details to
library developers. This survey investigates the countermeasures and
aspects related to the 0-RTT feature in various TLS implementations to
better understand what is done in practice. For that purpose, a code
review was conducted for three TLS libraries (OpenSSL, NSS, and Bor-
ingSSL), two web browsers (Chromium and Firefox), and of a single
web sever (NGINX). Additional practical tests were performed to con-
firm the major findings from the code review. The survey revealed that
BoringSSL, by itself, does not implement sufficient anti-replay mecha-
nisms to protect against basic 0-RTT replay attacks. NSS implements
an anti-replay mechanism, but relies on the application to enable it
manually and choose its parameters before 0-RTT can be used. Also,
a configuration problem in OpenSSL was discovered that is caused by
an unintended interaction between the anti-replay mechanism and the
internal session cache. The result of that interaction is that all incoming
requests are marked as replay attacks, completely negating the benefits
of the 0-RTT handshake. We also managed to demonstrate this issue in
NGINX which uses OpenSSL as its underlying TLS library.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [37] is arguably one of the most
used protocols today. One of the main use cases of TLS is protecting web
traffic on the World Wide Web, such as emails and access to websites. This is
accomplished by providing a secure layer on top of which applications, e.g.
browsers and web servers, can send data. In August, 2018, the most recent
version of the TLS protocol was standardized: TLS version 1.3. It brought
with it many needed changes and additions to make TLS more secure and
performant. One of the new features which was added is the zero round-trip
time (0-RTT) handshake mode [37, Section 2.3.]. Such a mode had already
been included in the QUIC protocol [27] at that time, which also served
as an inspiration for including it in TLS 1.3. This mode allows clients to
send application data, so-called early data, to servers before the full TLS
connection is established. In practice, a client doing a 0-RTT handshake will
be able to send early data alongside its first handshake message, thereby
avoiding the wait for a response from the server. The main benefit of 0-RTT
is the reduced latency compared to a standard one round trip-time (1-RTT)
handshake. This reduced latency is especially beneficial for connections
where time spent waiting on packets to be sent and received is the dominant
factor in communication delay, e.g. mobile networks. However, sending
data as early data comes with major drawbacks. All data sent this way is
vulnerable to replays by an active adversary and is not perfectly forward
secure.

For the standardization process of TLS 1.3, the TLS working group (TLS WG)
decided to take a different approach from prior versions. They decided to
open the design process to the scrutiny of both industry and research com-
munities. This new process, which has been reviewed and analyzed by
Paterson and Merwe [35], led to numerous papers being published which
formalize and prove security of TLS 1.3 in general, but also formalize and
prove the reduced security of the 0-RTT mode specifically. Some papers,
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1. Introduction

such as those by Cremers et al. [13] and Bhargavan et al. [3], use automatic
proof verifiers for this purpose, while some other works, such as those by
Fischlin and Günther [21, 22], take a more traditional approach in which
they prove security of TLS 1.3 in a multi-stage setting [21]. A more recent
and comprehensive analysis of the TLS 1.3 protocol, including the analysis
of 0-RTT, is given by Dowling et al. [18]. From the industry side of things, a
summary of the issues concerning 0-RTT — which were raised during an Eu-
rocrypt/IACR TLS:DIV workshop in 2017 — is given by MacCárthaigh [29].
Prior to that, a blog post by Sullivan [43] explains how Cloudflare imple-
ments 0-RTT and what they use for anti-replay protection. Research has
also been done on enhancing the 0-RTT handshake mode for practical pur-
poses. The paper by Aviram et al. [2] proposes a new generic construction
which would make 0-RTT in TLS 1.3 forward secure and replay resilient,
and which could be deployed on existing servers.

Initially, replay attacks against the 0-RTT feature had been accepted as in-
evitable and no anti-replay mechanisms had been proposed. However, as
it became clear that having no anti-replay mechanisms would lead to other,
more serious attacks, the TLS WG decided to include an extensive discus-
sion of 0-RTT security against replays — as well as a discussion of possible
anti-replay mechanisms — into draft-21 of the TLS specification [37, Sec-
tion 8.].

1.1 Motivation and Objectives

To protect against replay attacks, the TLS specification suggests a variety
of anti-replay mechanisms that TLS implementations can implement. How-
ever, even if replay attacks are mitigated on the TLS level, there are types
of replay attacks which can still be done, and must be defended against, on
the application level. Moreover, the specification does not enforce that any
specific anti-replay mechanisms are implemented and instead leaves it up to
the individual server implementations to decide how to deal with replays.
Client are also advised to assume that server deployments might not im-
plement any anti-replay mechanisms and that they should only send data
which is safe to be replayed. This leaves a lot of room for uncertainty in how
0-RTT is to be handled in practice. Since prior work focused more on theo-
retical aspects of 0-RTT security, our work aims to do a practical survey of
0-RTT usage. Specifically, we conduct a survey of existing implementations
of 0-RTT such as TLS libraries, web servers, and applications running on top
of them. Our main goals are to understand how 0-RTT is implemented and
how TLS implementations choose to mitigate replays in the case of early
data.

With that in mind, the questions we will be looking to answer are the fol-
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lowing:

• Which conditions need to be satisfied for early data to be sent/re-
ceived?

• How does the 0-RTT API look like?

• How are session tickets managed?

• How are session ticket keys (STEKs) managed?

• Which anti-replay mechanisms are implemented?

• Are those anti-replay mechanisms effective?

• What are the different configuration options and are the defaults rea-
sonable?

1.2 Research Subjects

To make sure that we cover a good variety of TLS implementations, for our
research subjects we chose three TLS libraries, two web browsers, and a sin-
gle web server. For TLS libraries we decided to look at OpenSSL, BoringSSL,
and NSS, while for browsers we decided to look at Chromium and Firefox.
Finally, for the server side we chose to look at NGINX.

When looking at which TLS implementations to analyze, we opted to choose
those which are considered the most popular and which are widely de-
ployed. This made OpenSSL a default choice because it is the most widely
used library in general. One study from 2017 by Nemec et al. [33] observes
that OpenSSL is dominant in use on both web servers and clients. They
show that more than 84% of TLS keys of the top one million Alexa ranked
domains [44], and more than 96% of GitHub client-side SSH keys, are at-
tributed to OpenSSL. However, just looking at TLS libraries in isolation
would not give us a good idea of how they are used in practice. Therefore,
the choice of our other two TLS libraries, BoringSSL and NSS, was moti-
vated by our choice of web browsers, Chromium and Firefox respectively,
since those are the two TLS libraries used by them.

When choosing browsers, we looked for the most popular two browsers
which are open-source. Based on that, the only relevant choices were Firefox
and Chromium. If we look at the GlobalStats statistics [8] as of February
2021, Chrome, which is based on Chromium, has a market share of at least
63%, while Firefox has a market share around 4%. The second most popular
browser is Safari with a market share of around 19%, but we could not do a
survey of it since it is closed-source.

Finally, we wanted to also analyze how a TLS library is used in a server
setting, and for that we chose NGINX as it is one of the two most popular
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1. Introduction

solutions for web servers. The W3Techs survey [47] for March 2021, shows
that both NGINX and Apache have around 34% market share. Conveniently
for us, NGINX supports TLS through either OpenSSL or BoringSSL which
makes it a perfect candidate for our analysis since it will give us an addi-
tional point of comparison between the two TLS libraries.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we present the first extensive survey of the 0-RTT handshake
mode in three major TLS libraries, two major browsers, and one major
server. We cover many different aspects, including: anti-replay mechanisms,
configuration options, session management, and session ticket key manage-
ment. For every TLS implementation, we provide a decision diagram which
goes through the main checks the libraries are doing internally when decid-
ing to send or accept early data. We also design a series of practical tests for
checking the anti-replay mechanisms of TLS server, as well as for checking
the client retry behavior. Finally, we discuss a configuration issue we found
in NGINX when used in combination with OpenSSL.

Our main finding is that in OpenSSL some configuration option combi-
nations do not work as expected when used together with the anti-replay
mechanism. That is, enabling some options can cause all incoming requests
to be labeled as replay attacks, completely negating the advantage of the
0-RTT handshakes. Another somewhat surprising finding is that BoringSSL
does not implement adequate mechanisms which would prevent general re-
play attacks when 0-RTT is in use. In the case of NSS, we found that the
anti-replay mechanisms, even though implemented, are not enabled by de-
fault and have to be turned on manually, otherwise early data will not be ac-
cepted. For Chromium we did not find anything out of the ordinary, while
for Firefox we found that blocking certain parts of the handshake makes
Firefox, or rather NSS, reuse the same 0-RTT key multiple times. Finally, in
NGINX we managed to reproduce and test the configuration issues found
in OpenSSL using a combination of NGINX configuration options.

1.4 Approach

We split our survey into two parts. The first part is a general code survey
in which we analyze all of the important aspects of the chosen TLS im-
plementations. The idea is to get a good understanding of how library and
application developers implement and use 0-RTT, to see if there are any sim-
ilarities between them, and to possibly identify some ares of improvements
or vulnerabilities. We also understand that a manual code inspection always
has the possibility of containing errors or missing some details. Therefore,
in the second part of our survey, we design and run a series of practical tests
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which serve to confirm some of our more important results from the code
survey. Note that the methodology of each approach will be explained in
more detail in the corresponding chapter.

1.5 Outline

We first present an overview of the TLS 1.3 0-RTT handshake mode, of prior
work, and of existing replay attacks and countermeasures in Chapter 2.
Next, we present a comprehensive survey of the TLS 1.3 0-RTT handshake
mode in two parts. In Chapter 3, we describe the methods and results of the
code survey. In Chapter 4, we describe the methods we used in our practical
tests, followed again by the results. Finally, we conclude with a summary of
our findings in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter gives a high-level overview of the Transport Layer Security
(TLS) protocol and the different handshake modes. We also take a look at
the existing research into the security of the zero round-trip time (0-RTT)
mode of TLS 1.3 from the perspective of both the research, and industry
community. We conclude the chapter with attacks which show why re-
playability needs to be taken into account on the TLS layer, look at two
replay attacks which show a fundamental issue with 0-RTT and why those
countermeasures are not enough, and finally, go over the countermeasures
given in the standard that are designed to prevent those replays, or at least
lessen their impact.

2.1 Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol

In the most general sense, the Transport Layers Security (TLS) protocol [37]
is a protocol used for securing communication over a computer network. It
is widely deployed and used for protecting many different forms of traffic,
but its main purpose is for protecting web traffic. Internally, TLS consists
of two main protocols as shown in Figure 2.1: the record protocol, and the
handshake protocol which runs on top of the record protocol. The hand-
shake protocol only runs as part of the initial session handshake and is used
to authenticate the communicating parties, negotiate a cipher suite, and to
establish a shared secret. The record protocol takes messages from protocols
in higher layers (including the handshake protocol), fragments them, pro-
tects those records using the negotiated cipher suite and shared secret, and
then transmits them.

TLS is the successor to the now-deprecated Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) pro-
tocol [23]. TLS has gone through multiple iterations since then, with the
latest iteration being TLS 1.3. As opposed to the prior versions, the TLS
Working Group (TLS WG) took a different approach to the standardization
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2. Background and Related Work

handshake protocol

record protocol

transport layer

network layer

TLS protocol

Figure 2.1: Position of the transport layer security (TLS) protocol in a typical protocol stack.
TLS, as the name suggest, provides security on top of the transport layer for layers above it, e.g.
HTTP or email protocols.

process of TLS 1.3. They decided to employ a proactive standardization
process, as described and analyzed extensively by Paterson and Merwe [35],
which opened the doors to the science and industry communities to try and
find attacks before the protocol is standardized. The TLS WG had two main
goals while designing the new version: one was to address the vulnerabili-
ties and weaknesses in TLS 1.2, the second was to improve the efficiency of
the protocol, all while preserving backwards compatibility. To achieve these
goals they removed obsolete ciphers and algorithms, simplified the protocol
in many ways, and introduced new features.

One of the motivations behind the introduction of one such feature is that,
due to advancements in internet technology and the speed of computation,
the time it takes for a packet to go back and forth between two parties be-
came a significant factor in the initial communication delay. Since packets
can not travel faster than the speed of light, protocol designers focus on re-
ducing the number of rounds a protocol has, i.e. reducing the number of
round-trips that are needed before application data can be sent. One way
TLS 1.3 addresses this is by improving efficiency of the main handshake
mode by making it a one round-trip (1-RTT) handshake. This already gives
speed improvements over previous TLS versions by allowing application
data to be sent after one handshake message is exchanged each way between
a client and a server. A more extreme example of reducing the number of
rounds was first introduced in Google’s QUIC protocol [27] which included
a zero round-trip time (0-RTT) mode where application data can be sent im-
mediately alongside the first handshake message. The inclusion of a 0-RTT
mode in QUIC, as well as the general design goal of improving efficiency,
put the TLS WG under pressure to reduce handshake latency even further,
which ultimately led to the addition of a 0-RTT mode in TLS. As we will
see, the addition of this feature did not come without a lot of discussion and
criticism from various parties. The main pain points are the worse security
properties, as well as the additional implementation complexity which in-
creases the probability of unintended vulnerabilities being introduced into
real-world deployments.

Before we take a deeper look into the security of the 0-RTT feature, we first
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{Finished}

ServerHello, key share,

{Certificate}, {CertificateVerify}, {Finished}

[Application Data]

ClientHello, key share

Client Server

Figure 2.2: TLS 1.3 simplified 1-RTT handshake diagram in which the server is authenticated
using a certificate. The client can also authenticate itself using a certificate upon request, but
in web application this is usually done on the application layer when logging in. {} → encrypted
using keys derived from the handshake traffic secret, [] → encrypted using keys derived from the
application traffic secret.

need to understand how TLS works. In general, TLS supports three key
exchange modes. One is an ephemeral Diffie-Hellman key exchange mode
which uses either finite fields (DHE) or elliptic curves (ECDHE), the second
is a pre-shared key mode (PSK-only), and the third is a PSK mode combined
with the (EC)DHE mode. In the following subsections we will first look at
how a standard TLS 1.3 1-RTT handshake works which does not require a
PSK. After that we will look at the resumption handshake which allows
resuming a previous session using a PSK. Finally, we will look into the 0-
RTT handshake. Note that the record protocol is not in scope of this work,
and therefore we will be focusing exclusively on the handshake protocol
from now on.

2.1.1 One Round-Trip Time (1-RTT) Mode

In TLS versions prior to TLS 1.3, the minimum number of round-trips —
number of times a message needs to be sent and acknowledged — before
application data can be received was at least two. TLS 1.3 improved on this
and lowered the number of round-trips needed in the default handshake to
one, hence the name of the mode: “one round-trip time” (1-RTT).

Figure 2.2 shows a simplified version of the 1-RTT handshake [37, Section 2.].
Note that not all possible extensions are shown here, our aim is to empha-
size those extensions which are needed to understand how 0-RTT works.
The client first sends a ClientHello message in the first flight of the hand-
shake with a random nonce, the supported TLS version, and supported
cipher suites. It includes a key share extension as well, which contains a
set of Diffie-Hellman key shares. The server then processes the client’s mes-
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2. Background and Related Work

sage and responds with the negotiated connection parameters, including its
own random nonce in the ServerHello message, as well as a Diffie-Hellman
share in the key share extension which must be in the same group as the
chosen Diffie-Hellman shares of the client. The server’s and client’s share
are then used to derive the shared keys used for encrypting handshake and
application data. At this point, the server usually sends a certificate and
a signature in the form of the Certificate and CertificateVerify mes-
sage to identify itself, and optionally a CertificateRequest if the client
should also send back a certificate. Finally, the server sends the Finished

message containing a message authentication code (MAC) over the entire
handshake. Upon receiving this message, if requested, the client responds
with its own Certificate and CertificateVerify messages, and its own
Finished message. This concludes the handshake allowing the client to start
sending application data alongside the third message of the protocol. In to-
tal, it took one message and response, i.e. one round-trip, before application
data could be sent.

In practice, nothing is preventing the server from sending application data
immediately after its own Finished message [37, Section 4.4.4.] since the
server is able to derive the shared secret at that point. This would be con-
sidered a half round-trip time (0.5-RTT) handshake since it takes only half a
round-trip, or one message from the client, before application data is sent.
This type of handshake is supported by the TLS specification, but it assumes
that the server is the one who sends application data first which is not the
case in HTTP, but is in other protocols such as IMAP [14]. Note also that
data sent in this way has worse security properties than data sent after the
client’s Finished message. Specifically, 0.5-RTT data is sent to an unauthen-
ticated client for which the server can not determine if it is actually live.
Nevertheless, these types of responses become very useful in 0-RTT hand-
shakes when clients immediately send application data.

2.1.2 Resumption Handshake

The purpose of a resumption handshake [37, Section 2.2.] is to bootstrap a
new handshake using cryptographic data, a so-called pre-shared key (PSK),
which is usually obtained in a previous session. In some cases, the PSK
can be established out-of-band, in which case we would be talking about an
external PSK. The way a PSK is obtained in practice is that the server sends a
PSK identity to the client in a NewSessionTicket message [37, Section 4.6.1.]
alongside a nonce. The PSK identity can then be sent back to the server in
the resumption handshake to indicate to the server which PSK the client
wants to use for the resumption. To derive the PSK, the client uses the
ticket nonce in combination with the resumption master secret, which is a
value derived from the previous handshake’s master secret. Note that the

10
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{Finished}

ServerHello, key share, pre shared key, {Finished}

[Application Data]

ClientHello, key share, pre shared key

Client Server

Figure 2.3: TLS 1.3 simplified resumption handshake. {} → encrypted using keys derived from
the handshake traffic secret, []→ encrypted using keys derived from the application traffic secret.

NewSessionTicket message can be sent at any point after the handshake
finishes, but in most libraries it is sent immediately following the handshake.

An example of a simplified resumption handshake can be seen in Figure 2.3.
The main difference between the resumption handshake and the 1-RTT
handshake in Figure 2.2 is that neither the server, nor the client, needs to
send a Certificate message since the security context of the new hand-
shake, i.e. the identities of the participants and their authentication, are
cryptographically bound to the security context of the previous handshake.
The actual binding is done using PSK binders [37, Section 4.2.11.2.], values
which are computed as a hash-based MAC (HMAC) over the current tran-
script and sent alongside the PSK identities. They transitively incorporate
the original handshake transcript by using a binding key, derived from the
PSK, as the HMAC key. To negotiate the use of a PSK, the client has to
supply multiple PSK identities, as well as a PSK binder for every identity,
in a pre shared key extension [37, Section 4.2.11.] in the first handshake
message. The server then sends back a pre shared key extension which
specifies which of the PSKs offered by the client it will use. The key share

extensions are optional, but they provide a way for the server to fallback to a
full 1-RTT handshake and ensure forward secrecy of the established session
keys.

Another thing that is necessary for resumption to work is for the server
to store the session parameters from a previous connection. There are two
ways to go about it, each with different trade-offs. In the first method, the
server can store the session, i.e. a data structure which contains all session
parameters, in the NewSessionTicket message and have the client send it
back upon resumption. This has the obvious benefit of reducing the stor-
age needed on the server, but it requires the session to be encrypted with
a session ticket encryption key (STEK). STEKs introduce a single point of
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failure, so deployments which opt for this method need to take STEK man-
agement into account as a crucial part of their security model. This is made
even more difficult in a distributed setting where STEKs need to be kept
in sync and distributed securely. In the second method, the server stores
the sessions in a local or centralized database, depending on the setting in
which resumption is taking place. The client is then issued database keys
as tickets which the server can later use to retrieve the session. By deleting
sessions upon resumption, forward secrecy is provided for all sessions that
are successfully retrieved. This method has the drawback of scaling storage
requirements in relation to the number of potential resumptions. However,
this drawback has an upside — mentioned by MacCárthaigh in his security
review [29] — where providers are incentivised to delete old sessions, as op-
posed to STEKs where they are incentivised to simplify STEK management
by not changing a STEK frequently. As we will see in later chapters, different
libraries might decide to implement different methods, or give developers
the option to choose the one they prefer based on their requirements.

2.1.3 Zero Round-Trip Time (0-RTT) Mode

From a high-level perspective, for 0-RTT mode to work [37, Section 2.3.], it
is assumed that the client and server share a Pre-Shared Key (PSK). As we
have seen in the previous subsection, PSKs can be established either out of
band or be given to the client through a NewSessionTicket message. TLS 1.3
then allows the client to send application data alongside the first handshake
message — so-called “early data” or 0-RTT data — by using the PSK to
encrypt the said data.

An example of such a handshake is shown in Figure 2.4. The client, as
always, first sends the ClientHello message, but this time including an
early data extension [37, Section 4.2.10.], indicating it intends to send early
data, as well as a pre shared key extension with only one PSK, indicating
the PSK it used to derive the key for the early data. Note that the key share

extension is optional and is used for the same purpose as in the resump-
tion handshake, to be able to fallback to a full 1-RTT handshake. The client
can now start sending application data before it receives a reply from the
server. The amount of early data that the client is allowed to send is in-
dicated by the max early data size value in the session ticket. After the
server receives the first handshake message, it has to decide either to accept
the PSK and early data, or reject them. There are two options when rejecting
requests. Firstly, the server can simply choose to ignore the early data and
continue with a 1-RTT handshake. Secondly, the server can respond with
a HelloRetryRequest message [37, Section 4.1.4.] instructing the client to
send a second ClientHello message without the early data extension. Be-
fore accepting the early data, the server needs to verify that the TLS version
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(Application Data)

[Application Data]

(EndOfEarlyData), {Finished}

ServerHello, key share, pre shared key,

{early data}, {Finished}

[Application Data]

ClientHello, key share, early data, pre shared key

Client Server

Figure 2.4: TLS 1.3 simplified 0-RTT handshake. () → encrypted using keys derived from the
early traffic secret {} → encrypted using keys derived from the handshake traffic secret, [] →
encrypted using keys derived from the application traffic secret.

number, the chosen cipher suite, and the chosen application-layer protocol
negotiation (ALPN) value in the PSK match those in the current connection.
In case the server accepts the early data, it sends back a ServerHello mes-
sage, pre shared key extension, an early data extension indicating that it
accepted the early data, and a Finished message. It can also start sending
application data, i.e. 0.5-RTT data, immediately in response to the clients
application data. To finish the handshake, whenever early data is accepted,
the client needs to send an EndOfEarlyData message [37, Section 4.5.] en-
crypted under the same key as the early data to indicate a key change away
from the early data key, and the usual Finished message.

Using the 0-RTT mode has an obvious advantage since it reduces latency
before application data can be sent. However, there is a general problem
with this feature. The keying material used to protect the early data does not
have any fresh contributions from the server. Hence, one would expect the
security properties of such data to be weaker than in key exchange protocols
where both parties contribute fresh values to the key derivation. This can be
somewhat remedied by switching to a stronger key as soon as it is available.
In TLS, this is done in the second message of the key exchange, after the
server has had the opportunity to contribute to the key derivation.

More concretely, there are two security properties which are “lost” when
using 0-RTT as opposed to a 1-RTT handshake [37, Section 2.3.]. Firstly, the
0-RTT data is not forward secret. Secondly, there is no guarantee of non-
replay between connections due to the server not contributing anything to
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the keys used for encrypting 0-RTT data. Note however that 0-RTT data can
not be replayed in the same connection due to the record layer providing
non-replayability. Also, 0-RTT data can not be made to appear as 1-RTT
data since the keys used for protecting them are different.

2.2 Security of the 0-RTT Mode

As mentioned before, the TLS WG has decided to take a different approach
to the standardization of TLS 1.3, as opposed to prior versions. Instead of
waiting for vulnerabilities to be found and then issuing fixes to the standard,
they opted for an open design process with involvement from both the re-
search and industry communities. This has lead to numerous papers being
published where the TLS 1.3 protocol has been formalized and proven se-
cure for many standard security definition, including the 0-RTT mode which
was proven secure for weaker notions due to replays being possible.

2.2.1 Research Community Perspective

The research community had a substantial impact on the design process
of TLS 1.3 with dozens of publications done on different draft versions of
the protocol. Some authors approached the problem using tools such as
Tamarin [39] and ProVerif [5], while others designed new security models
that best capture the multi-stage key derivation done in TLS.

The paper by Cremers et al. [13] presents a Tamarin model of the TLS 1.3
draft-21 release candidate. Their model takes into account the interaction of
all possible handshake modes, including the 0-RTT mode. They manage to
prove that session keys remain secure even if the PSK is compromised af-
ter the handshake, assuming that a Diffie-Hellman key exchange took place
during the handshake. They also identified an authentication problem in
the post-handshake client authentication feature [37, Section 4.2.6.]. It is
possible for a client to receive messages from the server without knowing
whether the server considers the client authenticated or not. A similar issue
was discovered by Bhargavan et al. [3], only for 0.5-RTT. The solution by the
TLS WG was to leave the protocol as is and push the problem of checking
the authentication status to the application layer. In addition to modeling
the protocol, the authors built a website where they give a side-by-side com-
parison between the TLS 1.3 specification and their model.

Another analysis of TLS 1.3 using an automatic proof verifier, in this case
ProVerif, was done by Bhargavan et al. [3]. The authors present a symbolic
ProVerif model of the TLS 1.3 draft-18 protocol. For posterity, they model
and analyze the DH-based 0-RTT mode which was deprecated in draft-13.
They managed to confirm existing attacks against this mode, while also
finding an unknown key share attack. If the client authenticates itself with
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a certificate during 0-RTT, then the previous attack can be used to mount a
credential forwarding attack. They also model and analyze the draft-18 PSK-
based 0-RTT mode. They manage to prove that early data is not forward
secret and that it is vulnerable to replay attacks.

We now take a look at a series of papers related to the security of TLS
1.3 in the multi-stage setting which was first introduced by Fischlin and
Günther [21]. Initially, the multi-stage key exchange model did not cover
the case of replayable stages, but it was later extended in a paper [22] by
the same authors to cover it, as well as the notion of non-replayable stages.
This was done to allow modeling of replayability of 0-RTT messages as well
as to allow a full security analysis of 0-RTT handshake modes in the QUIC
protocol, and in draft versions of the TLS 1.3 protocol. The paper [21] ana-
lyzes the TLS 1.3 draft-14 PSK-only, and PSK with (EC)DHE 0-RTT modes,
as well as the TLS 1.3 draft-12 (EC)DHE 0-RTT mode, which is now dep-
recated. They manage to prove that both of the above mentioned draft-14
0-RTT handshakes have key independence for all keys. They also show
that the draft-12 (EC)DHE 0-RTT mode provides forward secrecy for the 0-
RTT keys, the draft-14 PSK-only variant provides no forward secrecy for the
0-RTT keys, and the draft-14 PSK with (EC)DHE variant ensures forward
secrecy for non-0-RTT keys, but not for the 0-RTT keys. Even though this
makes it seem like the draft-12 (EC)DHE mode is superior in that regard,
the authors argue that this is not really an advantage. Their reasoning is
that the PSKs used in the newer 0-RTT modes have a much shorter lifespan
than the long-term singing keys which were used in the abandoned draft-12
(EC)DHE mode. Even though the PSKs are short-lived, the authors still em-
phasize the importance of safely storing them in practice, especially in the
case of clients.

The follow-up paper [22], mentioned in the previous paragraph, goes on
to describe the difference between the ways that TLS 1.3 and QUIC handle
0-RTT. The authors emphasize two aspects for which TLS 1.3 is superior
over QUIC and which strengthen the achievable security in terms of key
independence and compositionality. Firstly, separate keys are derived in TLS
for different purposes which enables a cleaner key separation. Secondly, it
uses a MAC instead of authenticated encryption under the 0-RTT key in the
data channel to authenticate the server’s Diffie-Hellman share in the PSK
with (EC)DHE 0-RTT mode. Both of these aspects enable the application of
the multi-key composition theorem to the usage of non-0-RTT external keys.
A more detailed analysis can be found in the dissertation of F. Günther [24,
Chapter 7].

The Selfie attack paper by Drucker and Gueron [19] demonstrates an at-
tack which has managed to slip through the security proofs, and which
later prompted an update to the multi-stage key exchange model in which
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intended roles are associated with a PSK. The attack exploits the fact that ex-
ternal PSKs can belong to two parties, but the protocol could not tell which
of the two parties was sending the message. According to the authors of the
Selfie attack, it is easily mitigated by a simple change in the specification
which limits the use of PSKs to only one client and server. An alternative
solution was to force the use of server certificates with external PSKs, but
the authors recognize that this would defeat the purpose of PSKs, which is
to avoiding the use of certificates.

A more recent paper by Dowling et al. [18] updates all findings on the se-
curity of the TLS 1.3 handshake protocol in the multi-stage key exchange
setting to the final version of TLS 1.3. The security model in the paper in-
cludes enhancements which are not present in previous works, particularly
those used to capture upgradeable authentication. As already mentioned,
the model has also been updated to associate intended roles with a PSK
due to the observations made in the Selfie attack paper [19]. A recap of the
multi-stage key exchange security model with extensions from more recent
papers is presented with a formal analysis of the different TLS 1.3 modes
in the final version. We note the authors’ comments on the design of the
0-RTT mode: they managed to show that replayability of 0-RTT data has
no negative effects on the security of subsequently derived keys, but they
caution that the replay attacks from an application-layer perspective still re-
main a critical design choice in TLS 1.3 with lots of controversial discussion
around it. They also restate that the older DH based 0-RTT mode was offer-
ing a higher level of forward secrecy since only server compromises would
affect secrecy of 0-RTT data, as opposed to clients having to also keep secret
state, but at the cost of performance and structural complications, which
ultimately led to that mode being abandoned.

There has also been work on enhancing the 0-RTT handshake to give it better
security properties. One such method is given by Aviram et al. [2]. They
propose a new generic construction, based on session tickets, that achieves
forward secrecy and replay resilience for 0-RTT, and which does not require
any changes to the TLS 1.3 protocol. At the base of their approach is the
use of puncturable pseudorandom functions (PPRFs) which are a special
case of constrained pseudorandom functions (PRFs). These functions make
it possible to derive constrained keys which allow evaluation of the PRF at
specific points. The basic idea is that a server uses a STEK k as normal, but
once a ticket t is used, which was encrypted under a key tk1, the server
creates a new STEK k′ using the puncturing feature of the PPRF. This new
STEK is created in a way that enables it to decrypt all tickets except those
which were encrypted under tk1. By discarding the old key k, forward
secrecy and replay-resistance of used tickets is achieved.
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2.2.2 Industry Perspective

Apart from researchers in academia, another main party in the collective
standardization process were experts from industry. The Eurocrypt/IACR
TLS:DIV workshop in 2017 was one place where many stakeholders met to
explain and justify the design decision made from draft-13 to draft-19 of TLS
1.3. One of the participants of the workshop was MacCárthaigh who later
summarized the topics of the workshop in a security review [29] of the 0-RTT
feature. The emphasis in his review was put on the two known issues in the
TLS 1.3 0-RTT mode in draft-20: lack of forward secrecy and the expectation
that replays are inevitably going to happen, as per the draft specification.
The lack of forward secrecy in 0-RTT can be crucial because the data at the
beginning of a connection is likely to contain critical credentials. Because of
that, different countermeasures are suggested which a TLS implementation
can make use of, and which were later incorporated into the standard in one
way or another. In addition to that, five examples of attacks are described
which make use of replays that show how accepting replays as inevitable is
“unworkably insecure” in the words of MacCárthaigh.

Another point which is argued is that the advice in draft-20 of TLS 1.3,
which says that applications MUST NOT use 0-RTT without a profile that
defines its use, will be ignored due to the benefits that providers get by
turning on 0-RTT. Furthermore, the interplay between the different services
(e.g. API proxy, load balancer, CDN) lends itself to some attacks due to
the different ways that 0-RTT can be handled, especially if the different ser-
vices are provided by different providers. The core of the problem from
the authors perspective seems to be the violation of established boundaries
between applications and transport protocols, and the violation of the prin-
ciple of least surprise. To prevent replay attacks, or at least lessen their
impact, the author suggest adding a requirement that TLS implementations
handling 0-RTT MUST provide a way to prevent tickets from being used
multiple times for 0-RTT data. Another method would be to intentionally
send duplicate 0-RTT sections to the application layer such that it forces ap-
plications to gracefully handle replays. Finally, forcing TLS proxies to pass
the fact that 0-RTT was used to applications should also lessen the previ-
ously stated problems.

Earlier the same year, a Cloudflare blog post was published by Sullivan [43]
which announced the decision to enable 0-RTT by default for all sites using
Cloudflare’s free plan, while keeping it as an option for paying customers.
The stated motivation for this decision are the latency benefits from en-
abling 0-RTT. They report that around forty percent of HTTPS connections
are resumptions which would benefit from enabling 0-RTT. To protect ap-
plications from replays, they allow only GET requests without any query
parameters to be accepted over 0-RTT and they limit the size and for how
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long a 0-RTT request can be replayed. They argue that the replay issues
can be managed by correctly following HTTP semantics, e.g. implementing
idempotent GET requests. Another argument is that applications in general
are already replay resilient since modern browsers replay data by themselves
in case of network glitches. Additionally, Cloudflare adds an extra header
to 0-RTT requests to uniquely identify them which is derived from the PSK
binder. This unique header is relayed to the application server so that it
can check if a replay happened. MacCárthaigh also mentions in his security
review [29] that this feature does not completely mitigate the problem of
replays, but it does however defend against mass-replays.

In light of all this, we argue that enabling 0-RTT by default for free users
— while economically understandable — might not have been a responsible
decision. Our assumption is that the users, which are using the free tier of
their service, are most likely inexperienced developers which would have
the highest likelihood to not follow the HTTP semantics correctly.

2.3 Attacks on 0-RTT Mode

Even though the latency benefits of 0-RTT are obvious, there are some sig-
nificant drawbacks that — if not taken into account — can lead to secu-
rity issues. In general, there are two types of replay attacks one can mount
against the TLS 1.3 protocol: network attacks which simply duplicate a flight
of 0-RTT data, and network attacks which exploit client retry mechanisms
to make a server receive multiple copies of an application message. The first
type of replay attack can be prevented by countermeasures which will be de-
scribed later in this section, but the second type of replay attack can not be
prevented on the transport layer and needs to be handled on the application
layer.

To show the seriousness of allowing unchecked replays in 0-RTT, we first
present multiple attacks that make use of replays as they are described in
the security review by MacCárthaigh [29]. Afterwards, we present two re-
play attacks of the second type which were discovered by Daniel Kahn Gill-
mor and were discussed on the IETF mailing list [36]. Finally, we list the
countermeasures given in the TLS 1.3 specification which serve to prevent
replays of the first type, but ultimately fail to prevent attacks of the second
type.

2.3.1 Replay-exploiting Attacks

As already mentioned, the attacks in this section are examples presented by
MacCárthaigh [29] to argue that anti-replay mechanisms are still required in
0-RTT-enabled settings, even if they can not prevent replays attacks of the
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second type. Note that these are not complete attacks but more examples of
possible attacks and repercussions if anti-replay mechanisms are ignored.

Attack 1 The first attack covered by MacCárthaigh is the aforementioned
replay attack of the second type discovered by Daniel Kahn Gillmor. While
anti-replay mechanisms can not completely prevent attacks of this type, they
can at least limit the number of times the original 0-RTT request can be
replayed. Moreover, an anti-replay mechanism makes the original 0-RTT
request visibly fail from the client’s perspective. A client then gets the op-
portunity to decide if it should retry the original request or not, and under
which circumstances. Had the anti-replay mechanisms not been present, a
client would be completely blind to any issues, even if its requests are re-
played many times. There are also other points discussed which are not di-
rectly related to the attack. MacCárthaigh argues that the assumption made
in the TLS specification — that existing web applications are already replay
resistant because browsers need to regularly retry requests — is false. While
it is true that browsers retry request, it does not mean that all applications
of the TLS protocol are replay tolerant, nor are the requests only made by
browser. A few examples are given reinforcing the point, but they are not
directly relevant to our discussion so we leave them out.

Attack 2 The second attack presented in the security review is the attack
described by Sullivan in the Cloudflare blog post [43]. In this attack a de-
veloper incorrectly implements the GET request specification such that re-
plays of the request cause multiple state changes. A concrete example is
a GET request which transfers money from an account A to an account
B. Anti-replay mechanisms would allow only a single replay attack of the
second type which could be managed by a manual refund process, while
not implementing any anti-replay mechanisms could lead to someone going
bankrupt.

Attack 3 The third attack focuses on the importance of handling 0-RTT re-
quests in a way that is free of side-effects. The attack assumes the user tried
accessing forbidden content using a 0-RTT request which is served on a con-
tent delivery network (CDN). In normal circumstance, this would only leak
the size of the response, but if replays of 0-RTT requests are possible, then an
adversary can take the user’s request and replay it to multiple servers of the
CDN. This is possible since 0-RTT requests do not require interaction from
the client. Assuming that the CDN caches recently requested data, the ad-
versary can repeatedly use the 0-RTT request to prime the cache, and then
probe the CDN servers for the target data to measure the response time.
Without any anti-replay mechanism, the adversary gets as many tries as it
needs to increase its confidence in the data requested by the 0-RTT request.
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On the other hand, a basic anti-replay mechanism which is specific to each
region would limit the number of tries to the number of regions, greatly
reducing the chance the adversary guesses the target data correctly.

Attack 4 A fourth attack gives an idea of the dangers of 0-RTT replays
in cases where customers have a limited number of requests permitted in
a time period. In these systems, throttling is usually applied after the
customer’s request is authenticated to make sure that the request has not
been spoofed. Such services usually use signature-based solutions without
nonces which are designed to be fast to verify, but computationally expen-
sive to sign. The problem then is that data which was previously considered
secret and non-spoofable is now replayable leading to the possibility of a
denial-of-service attack which prevents customers from accessing their ac-
counts by exhausting the allowed requests.

Attack 5 The final attack presents the problem of 0-RTT replays from the
perspective of traffic analysis and decloaking. TLS 1.3 already includes a
record layer padding mechanism designed to make these types of attacks
more difficult, but by allowing adversaries to replay 0-RTT requests and
observe the 0.5-RTT responses from the server, the adversaries get more
chances to extract information from the request, possibly allowing them to
decloak the data.

2.3.2 Single-server Replay Attack

In this section we present a replay attack of the second type by Daniel Kahn
Gillmor, which was reported on the IETF mailing list [36], against a single
TLS server which has 0-RTT enabled. We assume that the adversary is in
control of the network and that it is able to restart the server, i.e. make it
lose state, which is our main assumption. Another assumption is that the
server employs at least one of the replay protection mechanisms described
in the TLS specification.

The goal of the attack, shown in Figure 2.5, is to make the server process
a request twice, once as part of early data in a 0-RTT handshake, and a
second time as 1-RTT data, after the handshake completes. To do that, the
adversary allows the initial client messages, as well as the early data, to
go through to the server. Since the client data is sent as early data, the
server will immediately start processing it. The adversary then blocks the
initial handshake message of the server in which it informs the client that it
accepted the early data. Using the main assumption, the adversary causes
a loss of state on the server and replays the initial messages of the client
to the server. A server implementing replay protection has to reject the 0-
RTT handshake since the ticket, which was used in the original handshake,
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Figure 2.5: TLS 1.3 replay attack against 0-RTT. The goal of the attack is to exploit the retry
mechanism of the application layer to make a request get processed twice. We assume that the
server implements an anti-replay mechanism and that the adversary is able to cause a loss of
state.

was issued prior to the state loss; otherwise it would not be possible to
detect legitimate replay attacks. However, as restarts and state loses are
common in normal server operations, it would be bad if all handshakes
after a restart were rejected; therefore, most servers gracefully fallback to
a 1-RTT handshake. This time the adversary lets the server response go
through to the client, and the client, seeing as how the server rejected 0-RTT
data, sends the initial request again as part of a retry mechanism, which
most clients today implement to ensure reliable delivery in case of packets
getting lost on the network. The end result is that the server processes the
same request again, this time as normal 1-RTT data.

This type of an attack might look artificial and difficult to orchestrate in prac-
tice due to the relatively strong assumption that a server can be restarted,
but the basic idea can be applied in a distributed setting to get a more prac-
tical attack.

2.3.3 Distributed Setting Replay Attack

A more realistic variation of the attack was also presented on the IETF mail-
ing list [36]. The main difference from the previous attack is that the attack is
now done against a distributed server. The goal of the attack is the same, ex-
ploit application level replay mechanisms to make the server process a client
request twice. For simplicity, we will assume that there are two servers in a
cluster and that both accept resumption with the same PSK. One can easily
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Figure 2.6: TLS 1.3 replay attack against 0-RTT in a distributed setting. The goal of the attack
is to exploit the retry mechanism of the application layer to make a request get processed twice.
We assume that the servers implement a shared anti-replay mechanism.

imagine such a setup in practice when a load balancer is used to randomly
assign clients to servers. If that was not the case, a client would rarely be
able to do session resumption which would prevent 0-RTT from working as
well. Another assumption that we have is that the servers are using a dis-
tributed variant of a replay protection mechanism, i.e. a replay attack would
be detected no matter which server the original and replayed message are
sent to.

The attack is presented in Figure 2.6. The messages are equivalent to those
shown in the single server version and the idea is the same, block the ini-
tial response accepting 0-RTT and trick the client into sending the request
again. The main difference is that, instead of needing to restart a server, the
adversary can replay the messages to a second server to achieve the same
effect. What happens is that the second server detects a replay attack and
tries to gracefully fallback to a 1-RTT handshake to cover for the legitimate
case where a client gets assigned to a new server due to the previous one
going down. The rest of the attack is the same from the client’s perspective,
it sees that the early data request was not processed and sends it again as
1-RTT data to ensure robust delivery.

In conclusion, both of these attacks show that, even when they are correctly
implemented, the anti-replay mechanisms proposed in the TLS specifica-
tion are not sufficient to protect against application level replay attacks by
themselves in real applications. Applications can either choose to specify ap-
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plication profiles or they can implement some other mechanism to prevent
replays, e.g. banks using an extra confirmation step using a token. In the
end it all comes down to the developers correctly understanding the issue
and implementing the countermeasures correctly. This in turn puts the onus
on the TLS library maintainers to correctly implement countermeasures, and
make their APIs understandable and well documented with regards to the
0-RTT feature. We will see in the next chapter that not all TLS libraries get
this right.

2.3.4 Countermeasures

Initially, the TLS 1.3 design assumed that replay attacks are inevitable and
did not specify any countermeasures against them. However, as it became
clear that completely accepting replays was not viable, after some more dis-
cussion, the TLS specification was updated to recommend the implemen-
tation of at least one anti-replay mechanism, while also suggesting that
further mitigations should be implemented where possible [37, Section 8.].
There are two main countermeasures that are described in the specification:
single-use tickets, and ClientHello recording. In addition to them, fresh-
ness checks are defined which can limit the window in which replays can
happen, as well as general implementation guidelines to reduce the impact
of replays if they happen.

Anti-replay

Single-use tickets The main idea of single-use session tickets is that a server
should only allow every session ticket to be used at most once, thereby pre-
venting unlimited replays of early data. To achieve that, a server has to either
keep track of unused session tickets or keep track of used session tickets.
Both approaches require some kind of storage which gets more complicated
in the distributed setting where one may want to keep track of tickets across
different servers. Another option a server has when issuing tickets is giving
a client a stateless session ticket, or a stateful ticket which just contains a
session identifier which is then used to recover the session from some type
of session storage. On one hand, issuing stateless session tickets offloads the
storage burden from the server and, in general, simplifies 0-RTT attempts
in a distributed environment. On the other hand, stateful tickets allow for
forward secrecy of 0-RTT data, assuming the session are deleted from the
session storage upon use. In case a server opts to use stateless session tick-
ets, it can instead employ the ClientHello recording mechanism described
next to prevent simple replay attacks.

ClientHello recording The idea with ClientHello recording is to derive a
unique value from the ClientHello message and store it for a limited time
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period so that the server does not use a lot of storage while still detect-
ing duplicates. To determine if a ClientHello should be processed, the
server checks to see if the client sent the ticket recently using a freshness
check described below, otherwise the ticket is rejected and the handshake
falls back to a 1-RTT handshake. If a ticket is accepted, the server de-
rives a storage key from validated sections of the ClientHello message (e.g.
ClientHello.random, PSK binder, and others) and checks to see if the same
value has already been seen in a chosen time window, again falling back to
a 1-RTT handshake in case a duplicate is found. A suggestion in the TLS
specification is to do ClientHello recording inside of predefined network
zones. Assuming that every ticket is only valid for one zone, servers will
not have to keep state globally greatly simplifying the system. One issue
that this method has, and which is explained in the TLS specification, is that
it is possible to do the second type of attack when the client’s clock is run-
ning faster than the server’s clock. In those cases a 0-RTT attempt could first
be discarded as arriving too early but then become acceptable later. If the
client then retries the request in the meantime, then the server would have
effectively accepted the data twice.

Freshness checks As mentioned above, freshness checking is a requirement
for ClientHello recording so that a server can be certain that a client was
planning to use a ticket recently, otherwise the server would have to store
an unlimited amount of ClientHello messages. To implement this feature,
a server stores the time it created the ticket, increased by one RTT between
the client and the server, inside of the ticket itself. When a client tries to use
the ticket, it increases the creation time by the age of the ticket1 and adds
it to the ticket as the expected arrival time property. The server can then
compare that time with its own clock to determine if the offset is acceptable
or not. Due to possible delays when sending and receiving tickets, a server
needs to allow for a margin of error, usually on the order of ten seconds for
a computer network, while other types of deployment might need different
margins. The TLS specification notes that freshness checking alone can not
prevent replay attacks since an adversary could use that error window to
send billions of replays in a real-world setting. Therefore, freshness checking
should usually be combined with one of the two previous methods.

Implementation guidelines

Apart from the above mentioned anti-replay mechanisms, the TLS specifi-
cation suggests two implementation guidelines [37, Section E.5.] where one
reduces the impact of replays, while the other reduces the chance of devel-
opers accidentally misusing TLS libraries. The first of those methods are

1The ticket age from a client’s perspective is the difference in the time between when the
ticket is sent and when the ticket was received.
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application profiles which should specify in which cases 0-RTT can be used
safely for a specific application. An example of that is with browser and
HTTP where “safe” methods [20, Section 4.2.1.] (e.g. GET, INFO), in the-
ory, shouldn’t cause any state to change on the server. A critique of this
recommendation is that it breaks the assumption that higher-level protocols
should not care about the implementation details of lower-level protocols.
Another problem with this is that it assumes everyone follows the standard
correctly, which might not be true for less experienced developers. The sec-
ond method recommends that TLS libraries should only enable 0-RTT, and
resend 0-RTT requests, if explicitly requested by the application. To further
make sure that developers do not accidentally use 0-RTT when not intended,
Rescorla [36] suggests to have a separate interface for reading/writing early
data to the network.

We reiterate again that all of these guidelines only serve as a band-aid on a
more fundamental issue — that replays on the application level can not be
guarded against on the TLS level.
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Chapter 3

Code Survey

This chapter presents the first part of our analysis which tries to answer our
research questions through a code survey of the different TLS implementa-
tions. We will first describe our methodology, after which we will present
the results of our survey for our research subjects: three TLS libraries, two
web browsers, and NGINX, a web server.

3.1 Methodology

We started our code survey by doing a high-level analysis of the three TLS
libraries we chose as our research subjects: OpenSSL, BoringSSL, and NSS.
Once we had a general understanding of them, we continued with the anal-
ysis of Chromium and Firefox, and ended with the analysis of NGINX. We
then iterated on this process, each time building on the gained knowledge,
until we arrived at the information presented in this chapter.

More specifically, to get the initial understanding of the different implemen-
tations, we started by scanning documentation, mailing lists, and commit
messages for mentions of terms related to 0-RTT, early data, replay protec-
tion, etc. However, the information found this way was insufficient to get a
complete picture. Instead, we focused on analyzing the source code directly
trying to understand how 0-RTT is implemented, whether the recommen-
dations of the TLS specification were followed, and to see if we can find any
bugs. We went with a bottom-up approach where we first identified the
low-level functions related to 0-RTT, and then reconstructed the call graphs
up to the top level API calls. In the case of the two browsers and NGINX,
we continued from these top level API calls until we got to the calls which
initiated the HTTP connection. After that was done, with the understanding
gained through that process, we analyzed the other aspects such as key and
session management, and anti-replay mechanisms.
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To visualize the similarities and differences, we present a decision graph for
every implementation which shows all decisions that need to be satisfied
for early data to be sent or received. Next to every decision graph, we
include a stack trace which shows the different functions that get called
in the decision process as a map to aid in further exploration, putting the
important calls in a context. Whenever a library requires any configuration,
we add a configuration box to identify the main option which enables early
data. Note that some of the calls presented in the stack trace are likely to
change in the future, but the basic decisions hopefully will not, unless new
attacks are discovered.

3.2 TLS Libraries

In the broadest sense, TLS libraries are software packages which implement
the TLS protocol and expose an API for applications to make use of them.
We will be analyzing three libraries: OpenSSL, BoringSSL, and NSS. Specif-
ically, we will be looking at how the different libraries choose to support
0-RTT. At first, we will be presenting a general overview of every library,
both as a client and as a server. We will be identifying all conditions which
need to be satisfied for early data to either be sent or received and will iden-
tify important API calls. Afterwards, we will go through a few key aspects
and do a comparison between the libraries. The primary focus will be on
session ticket management and anti-replay mechanisms, but we will also an-
alyze things like default configuration options and session ticket encryption
key (STEK) management. As we will see, every library supports a slightly
different set of features and they vary in the things they leave up to the
application developers to handle.

3.2.1 General Overview

All TLS libraries that we will be looking at implement support for the
TLS 1.3 0-RTT mode; however, not all of them do it in the exact same way.
The TLS specification leaves a lot of room for developers to tailor the library
for their specific purpose. One way we can see this on a high-level is in how
BoringSSL states on their landing page [6] that, while it is open source, it is
not for general use and primarily serves the needs of Google’s applications.
In contrast to that, OpenSSL tries to be a general-purpose library for use in
many different applications. One could conclude from their stated purposes
that they are going to differ in many things, which also includes the way
they handle 0-RTT.

As explained in Section 3.1, we first identified the low level functions that
add or handle the early data extensions and the PSK extensions, and then
reconstructed the call graphs from the bottom-up to identify all checks that
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had to happen before those point were reached in the code. With that in
mind, we present decision graphs which show how each TLS library decides
to send, or accept, early data in the role of a client, or sever, respectively.

OpenSSL

OpenSSL is an open-source implementation of the TLS and SSL protocols,
and a general-purpose cryptography library. It is used in web servers such
as NGINX and Apache, but can also be used in clients since it supports
both. OpenSSL fully implements 0-RTT with many different configuration
options and it has extensive documentation for all features. We will first look
at how an OpenSSL client decides whether to send early data, after which
we will look at how an OpenSSL server decides whether to accept early
data. OpenSSL implements separate API calls for reading and writing early
data, and since an application has to use them to interface with the library,
those will be the top-level calls we display in the stack trace. OpenSSL, like
the other two TLS libraries, includes a built-in server and client application
which we will test in the next chapter, but will not be analyzing them in
detail since they use the same high-level API calls that other applications
would. The version of OpenSSL which we reviewed is version “1.1.1h” re-
leased on Tue 22nd Sept, 2020. In the meantime, there had been three more
OpenSSL versions released, but they did not mention any changes related
to 0-RTT.

Client Figure 3.1 shows how an OpenSSL client decides to send data as
early data. As mentioned, OpenSSL implements separate API calls for early
data as opposed to using the normal 1-RTT calls. This means that, for early
data to be sent at all, the SSL write early data function needs to be called
by the application. One of the first checks that is done is to make sure
that we are sending the first ClientHello message and not the second after
a HelloRetryRequest by the server. The client then calls an application-
defined callback for setting the current session, or uses the session provided
by the application before the call to write early data. Since a session ticket
is usually stored inside of a session object, this process effectively chooses
the session ticket that will be used for resumption. We will describe session
ticket management in more details in Section 3.2.2. The next check makes
sure that the max early data flag on the chosen session ticket is larger than
zero. Finally, the client makes sure that the application-layer protocol nego-
tiation (ALPN) value in the resumption attempt matches the ALPN value
found in the session which was established in a previous handshake.

Even though the checks are rather simple, the way the library is designed
makes it difficult for a developer to accidentally send early data. To be
able to send early data, an application has to either manually set the ses-
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Figure 3.1: OpenSSL client 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related to
the 0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before early data gets sent. If any of the checks
fail, the early data will not be sent. The numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate
the corresponding function in the stack trace where the decision or process happens.

sion with which to do a resumption handshake or it has to implement a
callback which will set it. In both cases the session is chosen by the ap-
plication. In addition to that, the application needs do an explicit call to
SSL write early data, otherwise a standard resumption would occur even
with a ticket which support early data. OpenSSL also makes these require-
ments discoverable through their documentation with ample warnings for
sending early data.

Server Figure 3.2 shows how an OpenSSL server decides if it will accept
early data or not. As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, we as-
sume that the configuration flag max early data, shown in the configura-
tion box, is set to a value larger than zero before any session tickets are
issued, otherwise they will not support early data. We have also seen al-
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Figure 3.2: OpenSSL server 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related
to the 0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before early data is accepted. The number of
bytes of early data that are accepted at the end is the minimum of the max early data server
flag and the value found in the ticket. If any of the checks fail, the early data will be rejected.
The numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate the corresponding function in the
stack trace where the decision or process happens.
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ready that OpenSSL implements a separate API for sending early data for
the client. The same is done for an OpenSSL server; therefore, the graph
starts with the top-level SSL read early data API call which indicates that
the application is trying to read early data from the network. The first check
that is made is to see if an PSK from the external session cache can be
found using a callback set by the application. If no such PSK is found,
the server looks into the in-memory session cache for a session match-
ing the session identifier contained in the ticket. Note that even though
OpenSSL supports stateless session tickets, only stateful tickets are issued
when early data is enabled. Once the server finds a session that can be
used for the resumption with the PSK provided by the client, it checks to
make sure that the session has not been used already with the built-in anti-
replay mechanisms. These mechanisms are turned on by default when early
data is enabled in the configuration options. After that, the server makes
sure that the ticket was sent recently by checking the ticket skew, i.e. do-
ing a ticket freshness check. We will cover these anti-replay mechanisms
in more detail in Section 3.2.3. The last check is to make sure that the
ALPN value in the current handshake matches the ALPN value from the
previous connection. Finally, the server gives the application the option to
define an additional callback, by calling SSL CTX set allow early data cb

or SSL set allow early data cb1, which is given all of the data related to
the current connection. The purpose of the callback is to give server applica-
tions more control over whether early data is accepted or not, or to decline
early data when under load.

In a similar vein to the client, the way OpenSSL handles 0-RTT in the server
case makes it difficult to accidentally enable and accept early data. A devel-
oper would need to enable early data with an explicit configuration option,
as well as call SSL read early data. The anti-replay mechanisms being en-
abled by default when early data is accepted also make sure that OpenSSL
follows the TLS specification correctly out-of-the-box. A small issue which
exists in the library is that PSKs from external caches are not protected by the
anti-replay mechanisms, as can be seen in the decision graph. Nevertheless,
we argue that this is not a serious issue since this behavior is documented
on the early data documentation page [34], reducing the chance of someone
accidentally enabling 0-RTT in the configuration without knowing that the
anti-replay mechanisms will not protect those PSKs. One could also pre-
sume that deployments that would use PSKs with external caches would
also have their own anti-replay mechanism they could use.

1The difference between the SSL and SSL CTX calls is that calls which have the SSL prefix
apply a configuration option only to a specific connection, while calls which have the SSL CTX

prefix define a default value for all future connections sharing the same context.
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BoringSSL

BoringSSL is Google’s fork of OpenSSL designed mainly to meet the needs
of Google. The library is used by Chrome, Android, and some other pro-
grams making it widely deployed in client applications. BoringSSL fully
implements 0-RTT for both clients and servers; however, it is still considered
an experimental feature, per their documentation [7], and is not enabled by
default. Even though the library is open-source, it is not recommended for
general use since there are no guarantees of a stable API. In our code re-
view, we looked at the latest source code as of Fri 23rd Oct, 2020.2. In the
meantime, we identified only one commit on Tue 19th Jan, 2021, which was
related to 0-RTT, but it did not have an impact on our results.

Client Figure 3.3 shows how a BoringSSL client decides to send data as
early data. The decisions made are similar to the ones in OpenSSL with
the main difference being that BoringSSL does not have a separate API for
early data, therefore the top-level function is the same one which is used for
sending non-early data. This also means that sending early data requires the
configuration flag enable early data to be set, otherwise BoringSSL would
not know when to send early data. The flag can be set by two different calls:
SSL set early data enabled and SSL CTX set early data enabled. If set,
BoringSSL will send early data up to the max early data size limit in the
session ticket, or until the handshake finishes, whichever comes first. In case
one wants to have early data enabled, but also wants to send non-early data,
then the intended way of achieving it is to wait on the handshake to finish
before calling SSL write. To make sure that the handshake is done one can
use the methods described in the early data documentation [7]. The first
method is to call SSL do handshake which drives the handshake forward
and returns one if the handshake has completed. The second method is
to check whether the handshake is still in progress by calling SSL in init,
which returns one if the handshake is still pending, or SSL in early data,
which returns one if the handshake is still pending and early data can
be sent. One drawback of this setup compared to the separate APIs that
OpenSSL has is that it makes it hard to know at a glance whether a call to
SSL write will send 1-RTT or 0-RTT data. A scenario where this could lead
to some issues is if a developer enables early data on the context level using
the SSL CTX set early data enabled call, and then later adds an SSL write

call which should not send early data. If the developer forgets to explicitly
wait for the handshake to finish, the call would automatically send early
data. The issue would be difficult to detect unless you looked at the net-
work packets to spot the early data or had some other means of detecting
when early data is in use.

2The exact commit hash is 7c4a3f7d3e2a5bcccb942f51bd004479da66c351. BoringSSL
does not do versioned releases.
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Figure 3.3: BoringSSL client 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related
to the 0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before early data gets sent. If any of the checks
fail, the early data will not be sent. The numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate
the corresponding function in the stack trace where the decision or process happens.

Server Figure 3.4 shows how a BoringSSL server decides to accept early
data. First it checks to see if the application defined a callback that can be
used to decrypt the incoming ticket. If not, BoringSSL tries decrypting the
ticket using its own session ticket key. The key used for encrypting such
sessions is rotated periodically as will be explained in more details in Sec-
tion 3.2.4. After a session is retrieved from the callback or the ticket, it is
checked to see if it is considered resumable. The condition for determining
that is rather complex, but the relevant checks for 0-RTT are to see if the ses-
sion has not expired, and if the cipher of the resuming session is the same as
the one negotiated in the current handshake. This last check is not required
by the TLS specification directly, but is a stricter version of the requirement
that a session is resumed with the same KDF hash algorithm which was used
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Figure 3.4: BoringSSL server 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related
to the 0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before early data is accepted. The maximum
number of bytes of early data that are accepted at the end is equivalent to the value of the
kMaxEarlyDataAccepted constant. If any of the checks fail, the early data will be rejected. The
numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate the corresponding function in the stack
trace where the decision or process happens.
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in the original connection [37, Section 4.6.1]. After the check for a resumable
session is done, BoringSSL checks multiple conditions which are equivalent
to those in OpenSSL. However, note how the only anti-replay mechanism
that is used is the ticket skew check. Finally there is an optional application-
defined callback that can be set by calling SSL CTX set dos protection cb

which gives the application a chance to abort the handshake. The name of
the callback implies that its purpose is to prevent DoS attacks, but it could
also be used for replay protection similar to the callback for allowing early
data in OpenSSL. The lack of other anti-replay mechanisms is discussed in
Section 3.2.3.

The way a BoringSSL server handles 0-RTT has a similar potential problem
that the BoringSSL client has. Since BoringSSL does not implement separate
APIs for reading 0-RTT and 1-RTT data, it makes it unclear what the intent
behind a specific SSL read call is. To guard against this, a developer could
preemptively add code which waits on the handshake to finish on all con-
nection for which early data is not desired. The two methods mentioned in
the client case, SSL in init and SSL in early data, could be used for this
purpose. There might also be some other, more elegant, ways of solving
this problem. However, we argue that a good solution already exists and
that it is the separate APIs that OpenSSL implements. Separate methods
make it instantly clear for which calls early data is accepted or sent, and in
combination with the configuration flags make it easy to disable early data
completely if necessary.

NSS

Finally we look at NSS, Mozilla’s TLS library used in Firefox and other
products. NSS fully implements 0-RTT for both clients and servers. We
reviewed version “NSS 3 58” which was published on Fri 16th Oct, 2020. In
the meantime, there had been four more minor versions of NSS released,
but they did not contain any changes related to 0-RTT.

Client Figure 3.5 shows how an NSS client decides to send early data. We
assume that the application enabled early data on a socket using the function
shown in the configuration box. As is the case for the other libraries, the
client first checks to make sure that this is the first ClientHello message
it is sending in the handshake and that the current socket is configured to
use early data by checking the enable0RttData flag. That flag is set by
calling SSL OptionSet and using the SSL ENABLE 0RTT DATA constant as an
argument. Next comes the check that the chosen PSK used for resumption
has the maxEarlyData variable set to a value larger than zero. After that, if
the PSK was not established out-of-band, there is an additional check that
the ticket allow early data flag is set on the ticket. This additional flag
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Figure 3.5: NSS client 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related to the
0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before early data can be sent in a subsequent call to
PR Write. If any of the checks fail, it will not be possible to send early data on that specific
socket. The numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate the corresponding function
in the stack trace where the decision or process happens.
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check appears to be redundant because the only requirement, as far as we
could tell, is for the incoming session ticket to have max early data size

be more than zero. Finally, there is a check to make sure that the ALPN
of the resuming session matches the ALPN in the current handshake. Note
that the top function in the stack trace is ssl Connect which only starts
the handshake. To send early data, the developer has to separately call
PR Write.

For a developer to send early data, they only have to enable 0-RTT on
the socket. NSS then automatically sends data as early data, up to the
max early data size limit of the issued session ticket, or until the hand-
shake finishes, whichever comes first. In this regard, NSS made the same
decision that BoringSSL has, it does not implement separate API calls for
early data, leading to the same problem. Enabling early data on a socket
automatically send data as early data and hides the intent behind specific
calls. The worst case scenario here is not as bad since the option has to be
set for each socket individually. To go back to the previous functionality one
can use a method, similar to the one in BoringSSL, described in the source
code above the SSL ENABLE 0RTT DATA constant. The developer can either
call SSL ForceHandshake to complete the handshake, or use a handshake
callback provided by NSS. We could not find any other documentation,
apart from the source code comment, making it difficult to discover that
call. In practice, we would not expect developers to look at the source code
to find out how a feature works.

Server Figure 3.6 shows how an NSS server decides if it should accept
early data or not. It first checks to see if an external PSK matching the PSK
presented by the client was defined prior to the handshake taking place. If
it is, NSS chooses to resume with the external PSK, otherwise it takes the
ticket and extracts a session from it. If successful, the next check is to make
sure that the maxEarlyData value corresponding to the PSK is larger than
zero. The next part splits again depending on if the PSK was established
out-of-band or not. In case it is not, the NSS server checks that the early
data flag is set on the ticket and that the ALPN value in the ticket matches
the ALPN values negotiated in the current connection. It then performs
the usual ticket skew check on both types of PSKs. The final check, before
deciding to accept early data, is an anti-replay check which uses two bloom
filters to ensure tickets are not replayed during the acceptable ticket skew
window. More details about the bloom filters are given later in Section 3.2.3.

From the developers perspective, for the server to accept early data, they
have to have early data enabled on the socket, both when the session ticket
is being issued, as well as when it is being accepted. Apart from that, to
explicitly forbid early data — when early data is enabled — the developer
has to call SSL ForceHandshake. This method again has the same issues we
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Figure 3.6: NSS server 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related to the
0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before early data is accepted. The maximum number
of bytes of early data that are accepted at the end is equivalent to the value of the maxEarlyData

value found in the PSK. If any of the checks fail, the early data will be rejected. The numbers in
parentheses in the decision diagram indicate the corresponding function in the stack trace where
the decision or process happens.
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already discussed in the BoringSSL analysis. Compared to BoringSSL, NSS
code related to 0-RTT is much better documented, but is nowhere near the
quality of the OpenSSL documentation. The NSS documentation is usually
tied directly to the code so a detailed higher-level overview of 0-RTT and
the supporting features is missing. One could argue that this kind of docu-
mentation is better because documentation often runs the risk of not being
updated when the implementation changes, but we do not think it is rea-
sonable to expect developers to have to look into the source code to find
out information about certain features. A high-level overview of the main
features and calls would certainly be useful.

3.2.2 Session Ticket Management

An important part of every TLS library is in the way the session tickets are
managed. We already know from the TLS specification that one of the rec-
ommended anti-replay mechanisms for the server is to ensure single-use of
session tickets. The specification also recommends that clients should try to
use tickets only once in order to avoid tracking by passive adversaries across
connections [37, Section C.4.]. We will therefore look at how the different
libraries handle sessions tickets. Specifically, we will look at how each li-
brary handles NewSessionTicket messages and under which circumstances
a session ticket is stored and reused, both in the case of the client and the
server. Note that session tickets are usually stored as properties of a ses-
sion object, hence we will be talking about session caches and not session
ticket caches, but they are effectively the same thing in this context. Also,
some libraries do not differentiate between normal PSKs, which were estab-
lished in a previous connection, and external PSKs, which were established
out-of-band. Specifically, both OpenSSL and BoringSSL do not differentiate
between the two types of PSKs while NSS does. This means that in order to
use an external PSK with OpenSSL and BoringSSL, as we will see, one has
to implement the callbacks for external session caches which are managed
by the application.

OpenSSL

In general, OpenSSL supports both an internal and external session cache.
There are many different configuration options available to application de-
velopers to tweak these mechanisms in the exact way they want. Even
though all of these options are documented, the way all of them interact
is not explicitly stated.

Client When a NewSessionTicket message arrives, an OpenSSL client, by
default, will completely ignore the session ticket unless the cache mode is
set to SSL SESS CACHE CLIENT. If this is enabled, the client will store a ses-
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sion in an internal cache which stores sessions in memory, to be used later
for resumption. It will also notify the application about the new session
by calling the callback defined using SSL CTX sess set new cb. This call-
back can for example be used to save the session to disk or to put it in
a database. To reuse a session, the application has to set a callback us-
ing SSL CTX set psk use session callback, which sets it for all sessions
using the same context, or it can use SSL set psk use session callback,
to set it for a specific session. It can also set the reused session directly
by using SSL set session, otherwise the OpenSSL library has no way to
determine which ticket it needs to send to the server. A session is automat-
ically removed from the internal cache at the end of a handshake. This is
accompanied with the following comment in the source code: “We encour-
age applications to only use TLSv1.3 tickets once, so we remove this one
from the cache.” This matches the recommendation from the TLS specifi-
cation. Deletion of a session in the internal cache also calls the application
callback set with SSL CTX sess set remove cb to keep the external cache
in sync with the internal one. Additionally, the cache is flushed automat-
ically of all expired sessions every 255 connections, or it can be manually
flushed by calling SSL CTX flush sessions. If an error occurs during the
handshake, i.e. the handshake is completely aborted, the application is the
one that needs to handle the retry request. OpenSSL recommends trying
to establish the connection again without early data, but otherwise puts no
restrictions on which session ticket to use.

All in all, there is nothing too surprising in the way OpenSSL handles ses-
sions on the client side. It leaves most of the job of managing sessions, such
as choosing with which session to resume and whether to retry with the
same session tickets multiple times, to the application. In one way, this is
probably the preferred setup for a general purpose library; however, there
might be some benefits in a more managed default setup, such as the one we
show later in NSS, which could be optional and would take care of choosing
the correct session tickets for simpler cases.

Server The way an OpenSSL TLS server handles sessions is much more
complex than the way an OpenSSL client handles sessions due to the fact
that OpenSSL implements the single-use sessions anti-replay mechanism.
As we will see, that anti-replay mechanism is directly tied to the functioning
of the internal session cache. We will first describe the session management
on a high-level, and then look into some issues we identified caused by
combining different configuration options.

An OpenSSL TLS server will automatically issue new session tickets when-
ever a handshake completes. The number of issued tickets can be set by
calling SSL CTX set num tickets. By default, OpenSSL will issue exactly
two tickets for a non-resumption handshake. For a resumption handshake,
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OpenSSL always issues exactly one new session ticket which cannot be
changed using the aforementioned function. To prevent issuing that ticket,
an application can set a callback using SSL CTX set session ticket cb. To
issue more than one ticket on a resumed session, the application can call
SSL new session ticket. Apart from the other ticket settings, the server
sets the max early data on the ticket to its own max early data flag value.
If anti-replay mechanisms are enabled, the server will construct and issue
a stateful ticket, otherwise it constructs a stateless ticket by default. If one
wants to only issue stateful tickets, the SSL OP NO TICKET option has to be
used. When a client proposes a resumption handshake, OpenSSL calls the
callback set with SSL CTX set psk find session callback or, alternatively,
with SSL set psk find session callback which, given a PSK identity, has
to select the correct session object with which to resume the session. If such
a callback is not implemented by the application, the server will try to re-
cover the session from the ticket if it is stateless or do a lookup in the internal
session cache if the ticket is stateful.

Using the same callbacks as for the client, an application can keep an exter-
nal cache in sync with the internal one. While in the client case, one needed
to enable the client session cache manually for these callbacks to work, this
option is automatically set for the server case, i.e. SSL SESS CACHE SERVER

is the default caching mode. The internal cache can also be completely dis-
abled by setting the SSL SESS CACHE NO INTERNAL STORE option, alongside
the SSL SESS CACHE SERVER option to ensure that OpenSSL still informs the
application of new or deleted tickets through the callbacks. Interestingly,
even though the server cache is enabled by default, nothing is stored there
unless stateful tickets are enabled, either manually or through the inclusion
of the anti-replay mechanisms which overrides the default stateless ticket
issuing. Another setting which modifies the caching behavior is the session
removal callback set by calling SSL CTX sess set remove cb. If this callback
is defined, the session will also be cached in the internal cache so that the
external cache can correctly be informed when the session expires or is re-
moved in some other way. Note that sessions on the server are not removed
by default and can be reused multiple times unless the anti-replay mecha-
nisms are enabled.

Even though all of the mentioned options are well documented, it is some-
times unclear what the consequences of combining some of them are. As
can be seen in Figure 3.7, the type of the ticket is usually decided by the
SSL OP NO TICKET option. However, when early data is enabled, this op-
tion is overridden and the tickets then become stateful. This can again
be changed by the SSL OP NO ANTI REPLAY option, which on first viewing
seems out-of-place, unless you know that the anti-replay mechanism uses
the internal cache to ensure single-use of session tickets. It is also not clear
from reading the documentation which of the aforementioned options is
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i f ( SSL IS TLS13 ( s )
&& ( ( s−>options & SSL OP NO TICKET ) != 0

| | ( s−>max early data > 0
&& ( s−>options & SSL OP NO ANTI REPLAY ) == 0 ) ) ) {

/ / C o n s t r u c t s t a t e f u l s e s s i o n t i c k e t
} e lse {

/ / C o n s t r u c t s t a t e l e s s s e s s i o n t i c k e t
}

Figure 3.7: Code snippet from the OpenSSL codebase which decides what type of session ticket
to issue. The variable s is an instance of the SSL object which is the main structure used to
represent an SSL connection.

i f ( ( i & SSL SESS CACHE NO INTERNAL STORE ) == 0
&& ( ! SSL IS TLS13 ( s )

| | ! s−>server
| | ( s−>max early data > 0

&& ( s−>options & SSL OP NO ANTI REPLAY ) == 0)
| | s−>s e s s i o n c t x−>remove session cb != NULL
| | ( s−>options & SSL OP NO TICKET ) != 0 ) )

SSL CTX add session ( s−>s e s s i o n c t x , s−>s e s s i o n ) ;

Figure 3.8: Code snippet from the OpenSSL codebase which decides whether to store sessions in
the internal cache or not. The variable i represents the caching mode chosen in the configuration
and s is an instance of the SSL object which is the main structure used to represent an SSL
connection.

the “strongest” in deciding if a session gets cached, i.e. which one takes
precedence. This can be disambiguated by looking at the code shown in
Figure 3.8 which indicates that the SSL SESS CACHE NO INTERNAL STORE op-
tion is the strongest one. If you compare the two code snippets, one might
notice that it is possible to have stateful tickets which do not get stored in
the internal session cache. This combination can be used when only external
caching of stateful tickets is desired, but leads to some interesting behavior
when combined with the anti-replay mechanism which relies on the fact that
tickets are stored in the internal cache. We will cover the anti-replay mecha-
nism in more details in Section 3.2.3, and will see the mentioned behavior in
practice in Section 4.5.6 when testing NGINX configurations. Ideally, all of
this would be documented better so that an application developer does not
have to care about the underlying implementation, or it should be changed
to decouple the internal and external session storage from the anti-replay
mechanism to make it clearer what the different configuration options do.
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BoringSSL

Due to BoringSSL being based on OpenSSL, it shares some similarities in the
way it handles session tickets. BoringSSL however chooses to only support
stateless resumption on the server, leading to a much simpler implemen-
tation. Another simplifying fact is that BoringSSL only implements ticket
skew checks as its anti-replay mechanism, putting the burden of ensuring
no replays happen on the application. The reason why BoringSSL can do
this, and OpenSSL can not, is again due to the difference in their objectives.
BoringSSL needs to support only Google’s needs and therefore does not
need to provide as many options, while OpenSSL has to consider different
use cases. They also state that much in their README file [6]: “This allows
us to mostly avoid compromises in the name of compatibility”.

Client Similarly to OpenSSL, when a NewSessionTicket message is re-
ceived by a BoringSSL client, it will ignore it unless the session cache mode

is set to SSL SESS CACHE CLIENT. In that case, BoringSSL will call the call-
back defined by the application using SSL CTX sess set new cb. Note that,
contrary to OpenSSL, the BoringSSL client never uses the internal session
cache, it only informs the application of new sessions. The application is
also the one that needs to set the session explicitly using ssl set session.
If it wants to do session resumption, a callback for that purpose is not pro-
vided. Apart from that, there is not much more to say about the session
management in the BoringSSL client. With session management being rel-
atively simple, most of the heavy-lifting happens in Chromium. We will
therefore defer further analysis until Section 3.3.1 when we look at how
Chromium handles sessions.

Server In the server case, the BoringSSL library issues new session tickets
immediately at the end of the handshake, after the client’s finished message.
It always issues two session tickets which is a hard-coded value accompa-
nied by the following comment: “TLS 1.3 recommends single-use tickets,
so issue multiple tickets in case the client makes several connections before
getting a renewal.”. This again matches the TLS specification recommen-
dation. If the enable early data flag is set, the issued ticket will be early
data capable, and the ticket max early data value will be set to 14336, an-
other hard-coded value. The issued tickets are always stateless, so the server
never has to stores any of the session data locally. This allows BoringSSL to
be simpler, but less flexible since it does not support setups which might
want to use stateful tickets. Note that, if one wants to completely prevent
the BoringSSL server from issuing tickets, the SSL OP NO TICKET option can
be used. While in OpenSSL this option makes issued tickets become state-
ful, in BoringSSL this setting completely disables session tickets since there
is no support for stateful tickets.
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NSS

NSS takes a mixed approach to session management. Contrary to the previ-
ous two libraries, it automatically manages tickets and resumptions for the
client using a session-id cache, while also using a simplified session ticket
management approach, similar to BoringSSL, for the server. Note that NSS
is also a bit strange in that it always caches exactly one session ticket. This
means that whenever a new session ticket is received, any previous ticket
for that connection will be removed from the internal session-id cache.

Client When a NewSessionTicket message is received, if caching is en-
abled on the current socket, which it is by default, NSS will cache the ses-
sion ticket in the internal session-id cache. If a session ticket already exists
which matches the peers IP address, port, peer ID3, and hostname, then
the old session ticket will get deleted before the new one is cached. If the
application defined a callback using SSLExp SetResumptionTokenCallback,
then the ticket will instead be cached externally using the callback. To do a
resumption, the application can use a PSK from the external cache by call-
ing SSLExp SetResumptionToken. Alternatively, to use an external PSK, the
application can call SSLExp AddExternalPsk0Rtt. Note that in that case, a
socket is limited to only one external PSK. In case a PSK is not set by the
application, NSS will automatically look for a session ticket in the session-id
cache using the same criteria that are used when deleting existing tickets. If
found, and if not expired, the session ticket will be used for resumption. In
case the server declines resumption, the session ticket will be removed from
the session-id cache when processing the ServerHello message. We did not
find any additional places where session ticket are removed for the client.
This would mean that, if the client does not receive a NewSessionTicket

message from the server, the session would not be removed from the session-
id cache, and the client might retry with the same ticket in the future. We
confirm this in Section 4.5.5 when we test the client behavior of Firefox
which uses NSS as its TLS library. All in all, the way NSS handles session
tickets for clients makes it simple to use out-of-the-box while also allowing
for flexibility if needed. However, the main drawback is the lacking docu-
mentation which makes discovering those calls difficult.

Server The NSS server, if the enableSessionTickets option is set, issues
exactly one new session ticket after the handshake completes, and this can-
not be changed. An issued ticket will support early data if the correspond-
ing ticket allow early data flag is set in the configuration. The default
number of bytes that is going to be allowed by the ticket is 65536, but this

3Needs to be set by the application before the handshake using SSL SetSockPeerID.
Used specifically for identifying entries in the session cache which are behind a proxy [41].
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Table 3.1: Summary of countermeasures implemented in the TLS libraries. It shows which
countermeasures, of those defined in the TLS specification [37] or others [36], are used by which
library, and if they are enabled by default when early data is used. SUT - single-use session ticket,
CHR - ClientHello recording, FrC - freshness checks, SepAPI - separate APIs

TLS specification Others

Library Enabled SUT CHR FrC SepAPI

OpenSSL X X* X X X
BoringSSL X X X X X
NSS X** X X X X

* - does not protect PSKs from external cache
** - rejects all early data if not manually enabled

can be changed by calling SSLExp SetMaxEarlyDataSize. Another way to
issue a new session ticket directly is by calling SSLExp SendSessionTicket,
but this does not work if the current resumption attempt can be traced back
to an external PSK, i.e. there has to be a normal handshake where the server
presented a certificate in the resumption chain. As already mentioned, NSS
only supports stateless sessions; therefore, no session data needs to be stored
on the server. To use an external PSK, the application can set it using the
same call as before, i.e. SSLExp AddExternalPsk0Rtt. The way NSS han-
dles session tickets on the server makes the implementation simple, but less
flexible. We argue that this is again expected since NSS is primarily used by
Mozilla so there is no need to make the library as flexible as OpenSSL.

3.2.3 Anti-replay Mechanisms

As described in Section 2.3.4, the TLS specification lists a few mechanisms
that can be used to prevent replay attacks on the TLS layer, as well as a
few developer guidelines related to lessening the impact of the replay attack
done on the application level. We summarize the countermeasures imple-
mented in all of the TLS libraries we looked at in Table 3.1.

We see that all libraries implement at least freshness checks by looking at the
difference in the perceived age of the ticket, i.e. ticket skew, from the client’s
and server’s perspective. As previously discussed, this check by itself is not
enough to prevent replay attacks, but it limits the window in which the ad-
versary can replay client messages. As we can see in Table 3.2, the maximum
ticket skew allowed for OpenSSL follows the TLS specification, which states
that the allowed difference should be on the order of ten seconds, and sets
it to the low end at exactly ten second. However, if we plot the acceptable
ticket-skew window on a number line representing a difference between the
client’s ticket age and server’s ticket age, it would not be centered around
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Table 3.2: The default maximum ticket skew value and session lifetime for TLS servers.

Server Maximum ticket skew (s) Session lifetime (s)

OpenSSL 10 7200
BoringSSL 60 172800
NSS undef 172800

zero. Instead, it would represent an interval from minus nine to one, allow-
ing the ticket to be accepted if it is more from the “past” than the “future”.
In practice this means that a ticket is allowed to be delayed on the network
for around nine seconds, assuming that the client’s and server’s clocks are in
sync. BoringSSL is more lenient in this regard and allows for sixty seconds
of ticket skew in both directions. Note that the ticket skew in both OpenSSL
and BoringSSL is hard-coded and cannot be changed. NSS on the other
hand leaves the choice of the acceptable ticket skew to the application and
does not set a default value which has to be supplied when enabling the
anti-replay mechanism in NSS. The supplied value indicates a symmetric
interval where the allowed ticket skew in either direction is half of the given
amount. If the application does not initialize the permitted ticket skew, then
all incoming 0-RTT requests will be treated as replays. Since there is no
upper limit on the size of the ticket-skew window, applications using NSS
have to be careful about setting the value to high.

Apart from freshness checks, OpenSSL implements an additional mecha-
nism which prevents session tickets from being used more than once and
which is enabled by default when early data is used. OpenSSL does this
by storing all sessions intended for resumption in an internal cache. Upon
resumption, OpenSSL checks to see if the session is in the cache, and if it
is, it accepts resumption and early data if applicable, and deletes the ses-
sion from the cache. If a session is not found, the resumption attempt is
marked as a replay attack and early data is rejected. The default cache
size in number of sessions is 20480 which can be changed by calling the
SSL CTX sess set cache size function. If too many sessions are getting
cached, the oldest entries get deleted. An attacker could exhaust this cache
by repeatedly connecting to a server, but the effect would only be that re-
sumptions fall back to full handshakes. Though it is not recommend, setting
the size of the cache to zero marks it as infinite, but it is unclear what hap-
pens when memory is exhausted.

We noted in the general overview that the OpenSSL anti-replay mechanism
does not protect PSKs coming from the external cache from replays if the in-
ternal cache is not in use. The reason behind that is given by the developers
in a comment on a pull request [9] implementing anti-replay mechanisms:
“This is because there is no way, with the current API, of knowing whether
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a session has been removed or not from the external cache.”. They note that
one could in theory request a session from the external cache, and then sub-
sequently remove it if it was there, but this would require locks to prevent
race conditions which would also likely become a bottleneck. There was also
some discussion around the need to both have the SSL OP NO ANTI REPLAY

flag for disabling the anti-replay mechanism, and adding callbacks for ap-
plications to decide on their own whether to accept early data. The main
concern raised by some contributors was that developers might accidentally
end up in situations where they do not have any replay protection if they
implement callbacks for some other reason, e.g. rejecting early data when
the server is under load. In those cases, the developers would have to re-
implement the anti-replay protection mechanism in the callback. In the end,
they agreed on having both mechanisms, the flag and the callback, to sup-
port applications which might want to use the callback for a non-replay
reason, but still want the default protection offered by OpenSSL.

Contrary to OpenSSL, NSS instead opts for a type of ClientHello record-
ing anti-replay mechanism which uses two bloom filters to prevent replay
attacks during the ticket-skew window. This is accomplished by deriving
a value from the PSK binder using HKDF, and checking if it is already in-
serted into the bloom filter. If it is, the resumption attempt is marked as a
replay and a full handshake is done instead; otherwise, the value is added
to the bloom filter and resumption continues. One might think initially
that this could somehow be used to ensure single-use of session tickets dur-
ing the ticket-skew window, but the binder value includes the ClintHello

message in its derivation which contains a random nonce, therefore two at-
tempts to use the same ticket will map to two different values in the bloom
filters. Nevertheless, the end result of this method is that single-use of ses-
sion tickets is guaranteed if the client never tries reusing a session ticket,
and if the client’s and server’s clocks are in sync. This is because, during
the ticket-skew window, an adversary can not make the server accept the
same session ticket twice by replaying the packets, since the random nonce
would not have changed; while after the ticket-skew window, the ticket is
no longer valid. The advantage of this method over the OpenSSL cache
can be seen in the default session lifetime value shown in Table 3.2. NSS
only has to store a constant amount of data no matter the number of issued
session tickets, while OpenSSL has to limit the session lifetime to a smaller
value in order to reduce the chance of the session cache filling up with old
sessions. This reduces the usefulness of early data in cases where a client
connects after a longer period of time. On the other hand, bloom filters also
have some potential drawbacks since they are non-deterministic structures
making them potentially vulnerable to adversarial influences [32] or other
attacks mentioned in the TLS specification [37, Section 8.2.]. NSS therefore
puts the following warning in the code: “IMPORTANT: This anti-replay
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scheme has several weaknesses. See the TLS 1.3 specification for the details
of the generic problems with this technique.” Note that, as mentioned at the
beginning of the section, this mechanism needs to explicitly be enabled by
providing the acceptable ticket-skew window.

Curiously, we could not find any proof in our code survey that BoringSSL
implements any other anti-replay mechanism apart from the ticket skew
checks. There are two possibilities why this is the case: either we missed
something and BoringSSL implements some other form of anti-replay de-
fense, or BoringSSL really does not implement any additional anti-replay
mechanisms. To rule out the first possibility, we conducted a general anti-
replay mechanism test, the results of which we present in Section 4.5. In
those tests, we managed to confirm that BoringSSL does not have any ad-
ditional anti-replay mechanisms. We tried searching for any discussions by
BoringSSL developers on why this is the case, but we almost could not find
anything. The only mention of anti-replay mechanisms on the BoringSSL is-
sue tracker is in the context of implementing the ticket skew checks, which
was opened by Steven Valdez [49] in 2016. Without any proof, our best
guess is that BoringSSL is intended to work with an external anti-replay
mechanism which uses the aforementioned DoS callback.

Out of all three libraries, only OpenSSL implements a separate API which
is used for sending and receiving early data. The other two libraries instead
choose to use explicit waiting on the handshake to finish to regulate when
early data gets processed. From reading code review discussion of all three
libraries, it is not clear what drove the decisions to choose one approach
or the other. In the case of OpenSSL, there was a discussion on the pull
request [10] implementing early data support where one of the points was
that: “sending early data must be an explicit thing”. For the other two li-
braries, we found no commentary in the commit messages, nor the relevant
bugtrackers. The TLS specification is also not helpful in this regard, the
only requirement is that TLS implementations must give applications a way
to check whether the handshake completed or not. From that perspective
both BoringSSL and NSS satisfy this requirement. Nevertheless, we think it
would be beneficial to implement separate API calls to avoid the potential
pitfalls we mentioned before, i.e. developers enabling early data, but forget-
ting to add checks which wait on handshakes to finish, leading to 1-RTT
data being sent as 0-RTT data.

3.2.4 Session Ticket Encryption Key Management

In general, session ticket encryption key (STEK) management is an impor-
tant part of security for servers which use them. If an adversary manages
to compromise a STEK, they can then compromise all future sessions, as
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Table 3.3: TLS client configuration defaults. 0-RTT column shows whether early data is enabled
by default or not. In the case of the OpenSSL client, there is no 0-RTT configuration option.
Instead, the separate API calls are used as an indication whether to send early data or not. The
retries column indicates whether libraries automatically retry requests. The last column indicates
whether the clients cache sessions by default. In the case of BoringSSL, it does not implement
a client session cache.

Client 0-RTT Retries Session cache

OpenSSL N/A X X
BoringSSL X X N/A
NSS X X X

well as past session, which are not perfectly forward secure until the STEK
rotates.

In OpenSSL the application can use SSL CTX set tlsext ticket key cb to
set a callback which would be responsible for processing a session ticket.
If this callback is not defined, then OpenSSL will use a STEK which was
randomly generated during library startup. This STEK will not change until
the server is restarted, meaning that STEK rotation has to be done outside
of the library using the provided callback. The STEK in NSS is generated
the first time the server tries to issue a new session ticket. Before being
cached in a file, the STEK is encrypted with the servers public key. In case
the cached key in the file does not exist or is invalid, a new key will be gen-
erated. It seems that NSS does not provide any API calls for setting STEKs
explicitly as can be seen in an open issue on the Mozilla bug tracker [42].
While OpenSSL and NSS do not support STEK rotation, BoringSSL does,
and rotates a key stored in memory every two days as indicated by the
STEK lifetime in Table 3.4. The initial key in BoringSSL is generated with
the first handshake, while every following key replaces the old one on the
next handshake or ticket decryption, once enough time has passed. The
old key is always stored for one extra interval so that tickets which were
encrypted with it can still be decrypted if they are valid. It is possible to
set a custom key by calling SSL CTX set tlsext ticket keys. In that case,
automatic key rotation is disabled and the application is then responsible
for managing the key rotations.

3.2.5 Configuration

We have already seen some of the configuration options while discussing
the different TLS libraries. To give an overview, we summarized the de-
fault values of the more important configuration options of TLS clients and
servers.
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Table 3.4: TLS server configuration defaults. 0-RTT - early data enabled by default, MED -
maximum early data, MEDS - maximum early data skipped, NTI - number of tickets issued by
default, TTI - ticket type issued by default, STEKL - session ticket encryption key lifetime

Server 0-RTT MED (B) MEDS (B) NTI TTI STEKL (s)

OpenSSL X 0 16384 2 stateless inf
BoringSSL X 14336 - 2 stateless 172800
NSS X 65536 - 1 stateless inf

Client

TLS clients are much simpler configuration wise compared to servers. The
default configuration options are shown in Table 3.3. While 0-RTT in an
OpenSSL client is not controlled with a flag but with separate API calls to
early data, the 0-RTT flags in BoringSSL and NSS are disabled by default.
As far as we can tell, none of the libraries do automatic retries of early
data. They all implement error flags which can be used by the application
to decide whether to retry a request. This behavior is mandated by the TLS
specification [37, Section 4.2.10.]. Finally, we see that in OpenSSL session are
not cached client-side by default, but this can of course be changed with a
configuration flag. BoringSSL in this case does not even implement a client-
side session cache, while NSS does and uses it by default.

Server

Table 3.4 shows the default configuration options for TLS servers. All TLS
libraries have 0-RTT disabled by default, as instructed by the TLS specifica-
tion. The maximum amount of early data that BoringSSL accepts by default
is 14KB while NSS accepts up to 64KB of data. OpenSSL is a bit special in
this case because the maximum early data value is also used as the flag for
enabling 0-RTT; therefore, the value needs to be set to a non-zero value to
indicate how much early data is going to be accepted. Another OpenSSL
specific setting is the maximum early data skipped setting. It indicates how
much early data a server will skip in cases where early data is rejected. It
also gives a default upper limit on the amount of early data that OpenSSL
will accept. If more early data than is allowed to be skipped is sent to the
server, the connection will abort. This means that the amount of early data
that is going to be accepted by OpenSSL is the lower of the two different
configuration options.

We mentioned already that both OpenSSL and BoringSSL issue two session
tickets by default, while NSS issues only one. Out of the three libraries,
only OpenSSL allows changing the number of issued tickets, BoringSSL and
NSS have these values hard-coded. However, after resumption attempts,
OpenSSL will issue only one session ticket. To change that behavior an ap-
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plication has to define the SSL CTX set session ticket cb callback, there
is no other option to do it. While it is not strictly required, the TLS speci-
fication suggests that servers should issue multiple tickets for cases where
clients need to open multiple parallel HTTP connections. We also note that
even though single-use session tickets are not explicitly mandated, except as
part of the anti-replay mechanisms and to prevent tracking, both OpenSSL
and BoringSSL assume that clients are going to enforce single-use of ses-
sion tickets. In the case of NSS, we did not manage to find any mentions
of single-use of session tickets in our search, but we did managed to find
a feature request [45] which would make the number of issued tickets con-
figurable. In the end, it was decided that issuing tickets on demand, using
the SSL SendNewSessionTicket call, is better than issuing multiple tickets
by default.

3.3 Web Browsers

Browsers are normally used to access information on the World Wide Web.
When instructed to request a page, they will fetch the required resources
and display them to the user. This data is usually delivered using the HTTP
protocol which uses TLS for securing communication between the client, in
this case the browser, and the server which hosts the data. Browsers stand
to benefit a lot from the reduced latency that 0-RTT provides since the first
message in the HTTP protocol is sent by the client. However, as we have
seen in Section 2.3.4, one of the guidelines in the TLS protocol requires the
application to define a profile that determines when it is safe to send data
as early data. Accordingly, in this section we will see how browsers decide
to send requests using early data, as well as how they interact with the
underlying TLS library.

We will again be presenting decision graphs similar to those we presented
for TLS libraries. Each graph shows which conditions need to be satisfied
for the application data, in this case HTTP requests, to be sent as early data.
Note that we chose to limit our analysis only to early data in HTTP/1.1
requests.

3.3.1 Chromium

Chromium is the open-source part of Chrome, which is a browser developed
by Google. Many other browsers are also based on Chromium, such as
Opera and Microsoft Edge, which means that our findings should also apply
to them, assuming that the vendors did not go out of their way to change
the underlying networking code.

By using BoringSSL as its underlying TLS library, Chromium and its deriva-
tives get the option of supporting 0-RTT web requests. Interestingly enough,
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Figure 3.9: Chromium 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related to the
0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before an HTTP request will be sent as early data. If
any of the checks fail, the HTTP request will be sent as normal data after the handshake finishes.
The numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate the corresponding function in the
stack trace where the decision or process happens.

Chromium — in this case Chrome as well — does not have 0-RTT enabled
by default, it needs to be manually enabled by a user through a browser con-
figuration flag. We attribute this to the fact that the 0-RTT feature is still con-
sidered “experimental” in BoringSSL. Nevertheless, seeing how Chromium
decides to send a request as early data, as well as seeing how it handles
session tickets, should give us insight into how its developers decided to
implement 0-RTT.

Figure 3.9 shows how Chromium decides to send an HTTP request in early
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data. First, we assume that an HTTP/1.1 connection is being established and
that we read the browser feature flag which indicates if early data should
be used or not. This is shown explicitly in the case of Chromium since it
happens as part of the connection establishment. What follows is a check to
see if an HTTP method is considered “safe”. A safe method in Chromium
is one of: “GET”, “HEAD”, “OPTIONS”, or “TRACE”4. This matches the
definition of safe methods given by IETF in the HTTP semantics specification
RFC [20, Section 4.2.1.] — methods for which the client does not expect any
state change on the server. We consider this to be the application profiles
countermeasure since it defines which queries in the application, in our case
the browser, are allowed to be used with early data. Of course, allowing
only safe methods in 0-RTT is good when assuming that the web developers
follow the specification correctly, e.g. not changing state on the server on a
“GET” request. Next, an early data flag is set to indicate that the current
connection should try to use early data. This flag is reset in case early data
is rejected so that the application does not try sending the request again
in early data. However, before that check happens, there is an additional
step where the browser interacts with the underlying library to enable early
data for the current socket. Once all of that is done, the HTTP data is sent
immediately, as opposed to the browser waiting on the handshake to finish
to send the request as 1-RTT data. We remind again that the reason for this
is that BoringSSL does not have a separate API for reading and writing early
data. In order to make sure that early data is not sent, Chromium waits for
BoringSSL to indicate that the handshake has finished and only then does it
start sending data.

Session ticket management

While analyzing BoringSSL client behavior we said that the application is the
one responsible for session ticket management. In the case of Chromium,
whenever a NewSessionTicket message is received, the callback function
NewSessionCallback set with SSL CTX sess set new cb is called in which
the session is stored in a client session cache which is an in-memory list.
These session caches are local to an HTTP connection and can be shared
between multiple sockets. The sessions in the cache are stored alongside
a look-up key which is derived from the hostname, port, and destination
IP address. Whenever a socket is initialized, Chromium will search for the
stored session using the same key and set it as the resuming session. The
session is immediately deleted from the cache upon a successful lookup to
prevent the session from getting used multiple times. In case early data

4“GET” - used to request a web resource; “HEAD” - similar to “GET”, but returns only
the response header; “OPTIONS” - requests information about the communication options
for the server; “TRACE” - indicate to the final recipient to send the message back in the
request body.
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Figure 3.10: Firefox 0-RTT decision diagram. The graph indicates all checks related to the
0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before an HTTP request will be sent as early data. If
any of the checks fail, the HTTP request will be sent as normal data after the handshake finishes.
The numbers in parentheses in the decision diagram indicate the corresponding function in the
stack trace where the decision or process happens.

is rejected for whatever reason, all sessions in the corresponding cache are
marked as not suitable for sending early data.

3.3.2 Mozilla Firefox

Firefox is a browser developed by Mozilla. It uses Necko as its network-
ing library which provides a platform-independent API for several layers of
networking. Necko in turn uses NSS for establishing TLS connections.

As opposed to Chromium, Firefox has early data enabled by default, but
this can be changed through a browser configuration option. Figure 3.10
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shows how Firefox decides if it will send the request as early data or not.
We assume that the browser flag for 0-RTT is enabled and that the browser
reads the configuration at some point prior to the connection being es-
tablished. The first check is to make sure that this is the first time the
EnsureNPNComplete function is called for an HTTP connection object. This
is checked because the function is potentially called twice due to the struc-
ture of the code and there is no reason to do all of the 0-RTT checks twice.
At the same time, it is ensured that the connection is not going through a
proxy. Looking through the code and the commit messages, we could not
find an explanation for this check. Afterwards, Firefox calls the underlying
TLS library, NSS, to get the parameters for the current channel. One of those
parameters indicates if early data can be used. If that is the case, the next
check is to see if the HTTP method is considered “safe”. A method is con-
sidered safe in the same way it is considered safe in Chromium, i.e. it has
to be one of: “GET”, “HEAD”, “OPTIONS”, or “TRACE”. The final check is
to make sure that no error responses were sent by the server for the current
HTTP transaction and that the transaction has not been restarted. The only
error which is currently handled this way is the 425 “Too Early” error. If all
of the checks are true, then HTTP data is sent immediately instead of wait-
ing for the handshake to complete, similarly to how it is done in Chromium;
again, due to both NSS and BoringSSL not having a separate API for early
data. Note that Firefox does not have to manually maintain the session ticket
cache as is done in Chromium. As we have seen in Section 3.2.2, NSS takes
care of the session ticket management directly.

3.4 Web Server

The final part of our code survey will look into how a typical web server
handles 0-RTT. A web server’s purpose is primarily to serve web pages to
clients, e.g. browsers, usually using the HTTPS protocol running on top of
TLS. To do that, a server can employ a TLS library to establish a connection.
The most interesting aspect here is how a web server abstracts the config-
uration of 0-RTT in the TLS library, as well as how it uses the anti-replay
mechanisms provided by the TLS library. To that purpose we will look at
NGINX, one of the more popular web servers currently which officially sup-
ports early data using both OpenSSL and BoringSSL as the underlying TLS
library.

3.4.1 NGINX

NGINX is a web server which is currently one of the two most popular
web servers in use [47]. It supports many different features through the use
of a module system with either statically or dynamically loaded modules.
The module we will be reviewing is the ngx HTTP ssl module used to add
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support for HTTPS to NGINX. The module by default uses OpenSSL as the
underlying library for TLS support, as well as BoringSSL as an alternative
option.

We will first look at how NGINX interacts with the underlying TLS library to
instruct it to accept early data. During this part of the survey, we identified
one scenario in which a web server, which supports both OpenSSL and
BoringSSL with a setup similar to NGINX, could accidentally accept early
data for requests which previously were only accepting 1-RTT data. After
that, we will look at how STEK rotation can be achieved in NGINX. Finally,
we will look at the configuration options NGINX provides to developers
for enabling and handling 0-RTT requests. We also managed to find an
interesting configuration issue which we will cover more in-depth in the
next chapter.

General overview

As always, we first present a decision diagram in Figure 3.11 which shows
how NGINX decides if it is going to accept early data or not when OpenSSL
is used as the underlying TLS library. We also assume that early data is en-
abled in the configuration prior to connection establishment and that a client
is trying to establish an HTTPS connection. During connection creation, NG-
INX checks to see if the max early data configuration option is larger than
zero, indicating that early data support is enabled. If true, a flag is set as
an indicator for later parts of the code to attempt reading early data. Once
the flag is checked, NGINX calls the SSL read early data method which
makes OpenSSL take care of the incoming data.

The decision diagram for NGINX which uses BoringSSL is not pictured be-
cause it uses the same code path, but does not have any of the checks that
OpenSSL has. This is possible due to BoringSSL implementing the basic
input-output (BIO) interface of OpenSSL [4]. One feature of the BIO in-
terface is that it allows developers to easily switch between OpenSSL and
other libraries that implement the interface since function calls for common
operations are the same. This means that NGINX can share the code path
for processing 1-RTT requests between OpenSSL and BoringSSL. However,
the BIO interface does not define any abstractions for reading or sending
early data. Because of that, a library which implements separate API calls
for early data, such as OpenSSL, needs additional code to properly handle
0-RTT requests to ensure that the correct functions are called. An example
of how these additional checks are added is shown in Figure 3.12. On the
flip side, a library which does not have separate API calls for early data,
such as BoringSSL, can reuse the 1-RTT code path for accepting 0-RTT re-
quests with a simple configuration change. The difference between the two
approaches becomes apparent if we compare the size of the code changes
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Figure 3.11: NGINX 0-RTT decision diagram for OpenSSL. The graph indicates all checks
related to the 0-RTT feature which need to be satisfied before NGINX will instruct OpenSSL
to accept early data. If any of the checks fail, NGINX will instruct the library to only accept
application data after the handshake has finished. The numbers in parentheses in the decision
diagram indicate the corresponding function in the stack trace where the decision or process
happens.

needed in NGINX to add support for early data with BoringSSL [17] and
OpenSSL [28].

BIO interface pitfalls

The BIO interface is a really useful abstraction which allows NGINX to share
most of the code base between two TLS libraries. However, we managed to
come up with a scenario in which the use of the BIO interface might lead to
security issues if switching between libraries is not handled properly.

We imagine a server application which is currently using OpenSSL and
which accepts early data for some, but not all connections. From our knowl-
edge of OpenSSL, to accept early data we need to enable the corresponding
configuration option, as well as call SSL read early data. At some point,
the developers decide that they would rather use a different TLS library.
Their main requirement is that it supports the BIO interface so that they
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# i f d e f SSL READ EARLY DATA SUCCESS
i f ( SSL CTX get max early data ( s s l−>c t x ) ) {

sc−>t r y e a r l y d a t a = 1 ;
}

# endif

Figure 3.12: Code snippet from the NGINX codebase which shows an example of a guarded
OpenSSL call. The #ifdef compile-time directive checks if the SSL READ EARLY DATA SUCCESS

flag is set. If the flag is not set, the code will be ignored during compilation. From our code
analysis, we found that this flag is used to detect when NGINX is using OpenSSL as the underlying
TLS library. This means that if NGINX is being compiled with BoringSSL, the flag will not be
set and this code will be ignored.

can reuse the existing code base. Due to the change, a different early data
configuration option is now set and previous calls for reading early data
are replaced with BIO calls for reading 1-RTT data, assuming that the new
library does not implement separate API requests for early data. If the mi-
gration was stopped at this point, with these simple changes the developers
would have unknowingly made all previous 1-RTT data calls accept 0-RTT
data, even if that was not intended. To fix this they would have to add code
to all places where only 1-RTT data was accepted previously, which checks
to make sure that the handshake has finished before trying to read data from
the network.

Fortunately, NGINX does not have this problem. In NGINX, as we will see
later in this section, early data is enabled as a configuration option sepa-
rately for each server5. This implicitly means that the server is either going
to accept early data on all connections or it is not going to accept them at
all. The actual job of deciding how to proceed with the early data requests
is pushed up to the application layer. This is done by adding an early data
indicator in the HTTP request to signal that this request was accepted be-
fore the handshake had finished. Technically, it would be possible to do
decisions about 0-RTT requests in an NGINX configuration file using if di-
rectives, but the use of if directives in that way is strongly discouraged by
the NGINX team [26].

Session ticket encryption key (STEK) management

As mentioned previously in Section 3.2.4, OpenSSL does not do STEK ro-
tations by default. The way this can be solved in NGINX is by defining
multiple STEK files using the ssl session ticket key directive in the con-
figuration. The way this works is that only the first STEK in the configu-
ration is used to encrypt new tickets. On a resumption attempt, all STEKs

5NGINX can have multiple servers running on the same machine with different config-
urations, but they have to be on different ports or have different server names.
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present in the configuration are matched with the key used for encrypt-
ing the ticket and, if one is found, the ticket is decrypted, otherwise the
handshake goes back to a 1-RTT handshake. This allows for key rotation
by moving the current STEK to the second place, adding a new STEK on
top of it, and removing the oldest STEK from the configuration, ensuring
forward-secrecy from that point for all tickets encrypted under the deleted
STEK, assuming it was not compromised. While this process is documented
in NGINX, and there are some ready-made solutions on GitHub which add
this functionality using cron-jobs, ideally STEK rotation would have been
supported in NGINX out-of-the-box.

Configuration

NGINX is configured using a configuration file. An NGINX configuration
file is a hierarchical structure where lower levels in the configuration inherit
the configuration options from the higher levels. An example of a minimal
configuration file that sets up an NGINX reverse proxy server listening on
port 443 and which supports early data is shown in Figure 3.13. Being a
reverse proxy, it terminates the TLS connection before forwarding all packets
to an application server running on the local network. The options required
for using early data are the ssl early data option which enables early data
for that server, and the ssl protocols option which specifies the allowed
protocols. In theory, this is all which is necessary to start using early data
with NGINX. However, in the documentation it is recommended to use
the proxy set header option with the Early-Data variable. This modifies
the forwarded HTTP request header by adding an Early-Data variable to
it with value ’1’ if the handshake has not been completed by the time the
data is forwarded to the application. The application, usually a web server
to which requests are proxied, can then check for this variable and decide if
it should handle this data differently.

Since NGINX uses OpenSSL as the underlying library, one might expect
that it provides anti-replay mechanisms out-of-the-box when early data is
enabled. As it turns out, this is not the case. The reason for that will be
described in the next chapter where we analyze different configuration com-
binations of NGINX in practice.
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events {}

http {
server {

l i s t e n 443 s s l ;
s s l c e r t i f i c a t e r s a 2 0 4 8 c e r t . pem ;
s s l c e r t i f i c a t e k e y rsa2048key . pem ;
s s l p r o t o c o l s TLSv1 . 3 ;
s s l e a r l y d a t a on ;

l o c a t i o n / {
proxy set header Early−Data $ s s l e a r l y d a t a ;
proxy pass ht tp : / / 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 5 0 0 0 ;

}
}

}

Figure 3.13: NGINX minimal example configuration file that sets up a server and enables early
data on it. All requests are proxied to a server running on localhost.
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Chapter 4

Practical Analysis

This chapter presents the second part of our analysis of the 0-RTT mode
in the different TLS implementations. In this chapter, we used a practical
approach where we ran a series of tests to confirm some of our findings from
the previous chapter. Since it is not possible to cover everything, we decided
to focus on testing the anti-replay mechanisms of TLS servers, including
NGINX, and to test the session management of Chromium and Firefox. The
chapter begins with the preliminary setup required to test all of the libraries
and browsers, followed by the tools used in the analysis. We will then
describe our methodology and finish with the results of our tests.

4.1 Preliminary Setup

In this section we will first describe the setup required for testing each TLS
library as a standalone client and server, as well as any setup needed for
testing Chromium, Firefox, and NGINX. In all cases, we assume that a
certificate, cert.pem, and the corresponding private key, key.pem, are gen-
erated prior to the setup. All of the setup and testing was done on Linux
Mint 20 [15], a Linux distribution based on Ubuntu [46].

4.1.1 OpenSSL

We tested OpenSSL version “1.1.1f 31 Mar 2020” as it is the latest OpenSSL
version available on Ubuntu at the time of writing. We did not have to do
any additional setup to make OpenSSL usable as a standalone TLS client
and server. To start a TLS 1.3 OpenSSL server which issues session tickets
and supports early data, one can call:

$ openssl s s e r v e r −key key . pem \
−c e r t c e r t . pem − t l s 1 3 −e a r l y d a t a
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The -key and -cert flags are used to specify the certificate the server should
use and the corresponding private key. The -tls1 3 flag enables TLS 1.3
support on the server while the -early data flag instructs the server to
issue early data enabled tickets, as well as to accept early data. It also has
the side effect of enabling the anti-replay mechanisms. To start a TLS 1.3
OpenSSL client one can likewise call:

$ openssl s c l i e n t −connect [ ip : port ] − t l s 1 3

The -connect flag indicates the IP address of the server, and the port on
which to connect to it. The tls1 3 flag has the effect of enabling support
for TLS 1.3 on the client. To store the session tickets issued by the server to
a file, we can add the -sess out flag to the above call with the name of the
file in which to store the tickets. The session can then be resumed by adding
the -sess in flag with the filename to a subsequent invocation. Assuming
that we have some data written in a file named earlyDataFile, to send it as
early data, we can add -early data earlyDataFile to the call.

4.1.2 BoringSSL

BoringSSL is not as convenient as OpenSSL to set up since it does not come
as a software package. However, building it from source is relatively sim-
ple after all dependencies are met. For testing, we downloaded the latest
source code as of Thu 18th Feb, 2021 which corresponds to the commit
with hash be9a86f459f8e785bac42abcea5d13bd4ded251e1. To start a TLS
1.3 BoringSSL server which accept early data, one can call:

$ b s s l server −accept [ port ] −min−vers ion t l s 1 . 3 \
−key key . pem −c e r t c e r t . pem −loop −ear ly−data

The -accept flag indicates on which port to listen for incoming handshake
requests. The -min-version flag specifies the minimum TLS version which
the server will support. The -key and cert flags serve the same pur-
pose they do in OpenSSL. The -loop flag makes the server accept con-
nections continuously instead of shutting down after the first request. The
-early-data flag enables early data support on the server, both by issuing
early data enabled tickets, and by accepting early data from clients. Note
that the bssl command can be found in the tool directory after BoringSSL
is built.

To start a TLS 1.3 BoringSSL client, we can call:

$ b s s l c l i e n t −connect [ ip ] : [ port ] −min−vers ion t l s 1 . 3

1BoringSSL does not do versioned releases.
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The -connect flag is used to indicate the IP address of the host, and the
port to which to connect to. BoringSSL provides the same methods that
OpenSSL has for storing and resuming sessions. Those are the -sess out

and -sess in flags respectively. It also support sending early data using the
-early-data flag whose argument is the data to be sent, or a file with the
data if the argument starts with ’@’.

4.1.3 NSS

Initially, the standalone NSS client and server seemed to be straightforward
to use since they were included with our Linux distribution. However, later
in our testing we noticed that we could not get debugging data from the
library. To solve this issue, we compiled NSS from source which gave us
the debug versions of the NSS binaries. Specifically, we compiled version
“NSS 3 61 BETA1” which was the latest one at the time of testing. To change
which version of the binaries the standalone client and server use, we can
set the LD LIBRARY PATH environmental variable to the path of the compiled
binaries prior to starting the NSS client or server.

Starting a TLS 1.3 NSS server requires a certificate and key to exist in an
NSS key and certificate database. A database accepts only certificates and
keys in the PKCS12 format. We therefore had to first combine our certificate
and key by calling:

$ openssl pkcs12 −export −out c e r t . p12 \
−in c e r t . pem −inkey key . pem

After that, we created a new NSS key and certificate database, imported the
certificate, and renamed it by calling:

$ c e r t u t i l −N
$ p k1 2 u t i l − i c e r t . p12
$ c e r t u t i l −n ” previous name ” \

−−rename −−new−n ” t e s t c e r t i f i c a t e ”

We include the renaming step since the certificate name used in our initial
testing was generated by TLS-Attacker and was too long and impractical to
use on the command line2.

To start a TLS 1.3 NSS server which supports early data, we can call:

$ s e l f s e r v −d ˜ / . netscape/ −n ” t e s t c e r t i f i c a t e ” \
−p [ port ] −u −Z −V t l s 1 . 3 :

The -d option specifies the location of the NSS key and certificate database
which is generated in the ~/.netscape/ folder by default. The -n flag is

2For reference, it is: “tls-attacker.de - <script>alert(’TLS-Attacker’) </script>”
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used to indicate which certificate and key from the database to use. The -p

flag indicates on which port to listen for incoming connections. The -u op-
tion enables session ticket support while -Z enables early data support. The
-V option uses a “min:max” format to specify the minimum and maximum
TLS version that the server should support.

To start a TLS 1.3 NSS client, we can call:

$ t s t c l n t −h [ ip ] −p [ port ] −V t l s 1 . 3 : −Z −u

The -Z and -u options have the same effect as in the server case. The -h

and -p options are used to specify the IP address and the port to connect
to. To do resumption, we have to use the -L flag whose argument indicates
how many times to reconnect to the server. All connection attempts after
the first one will try to resume the session if possible. Unlike OpenSSL and
BoringSSL, NSS does not have separate options for saving and loading a
session ticket from a file. It automatically uses the last ticket it was given in
a previous handshake. To send data as part of the request we can use the -A

flag and a filename to specify data which will be sent. In combination with
all the other flags, the data sent after the first request will be early data if
the server issued an early-data-enabled session ticket.

4.1.4 Browsers

Testing browsers did not require any complicated setup. We used the most
recent versions of both browsers since they get auto-updated. The version of
Chromium we tested was “89.0.4389.90”, while for Firefox we tested version
“85.0.1”. To make Chromium and Firefox accept the certificates used in our
server, we added the certificate authority which issued them to the respec-
tive browser’s list of trusted authorities. We also had to explicitly enable the
enable-tls13-early-data flag in Chromium. As the name suggests, this
flag enables early data for TLS 1.3 since it is disabled by default.

4.1.5 NGINX

Since early data in NGINX is supported both with OpenSSL and BoringSSL,
we decided to test NGINX in both settings. By installing NGINX through
the package manager we got NGINX version “1.18.0” which did not have all
the configuration options we needed for testing. Specifically, we were miss-
ing the ssl conf command whose function we explain later in Section 4.5.6.
Therefore we used the binaries provided directly from NGINX for our distri-
bution. As of time of writing, the version provided was “1.19.8” which uses
OpenSSL “1.1.1f” as the underlying TLS library. To get NGINX which uses
BoringSSL, we followed a build script by Neil Craig [12]. We modified the
NGINX version to match the one we used with OpenSSL and removed the
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service installations. The resulting version of NGINX was “1.19.8” with Bor-
ingSSL that is compatible with OpenSSL “1.1.1”. The way we setup NGINX
will be explained in Section 4.2.2.

4.2 Additional Tools

During our tests, we employed software which was not the subject of our
research, but which made it simpler to test some aspects. The four tools
we used during our tests are: Minica, a Flask web server, Wireshark, and
TLS-Attacker. We will describe the purpose and relevant functions of each
of them in the following sections.

4.2.1 Minica

To generate the server certificate and private key, we used Minica [25]. It is
a simple program which generates a certificate authority, and issues a new
certificate with it. To generate a valid localhost certificate, we can call:

$ minica −−ip−addresses 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1

Originally, we used a script supplied with TLS-Attacker to generate the
server certificate and key, but it was not working with Chromium and Fire-
fox so we switched to Minica.

4.2.2 Web Server

Even though NGINX supports serving static web pages directly, a more typ-
ical use case is to proxy requests to a dedicated web server which can serve
dynamic web pages. This setup is interesting for us because NGINX has to
terminate the incoming TLS connection from the clients, before forwarding
the HTTP requests to the web server. In those cases it is important for the
web application to know whether the initial request was sent as early data
or not. We will describe our web server setup in this section, as well as the
required configuration files.

Listing 4.1: Flask application which sends back all request headers in response to a GET request
to the default route. It also keeps track of the number of times the index function was invoked
and prints it out to the command line.

1 Flask , request app = Flask ( name )
2
3 @app . route ( ”/” )
4 def index ( ) :
5 response = ””
6 index . cnt += 1
7
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8 for header in request . headers :
9 f s t , snd = header

10 response += f s t + ” ” + snd + ”<br />”
11 print ( header )
12
13 print ( ”Times c a l l e d : ” + s t r ( index . cnt ) )
14 return response
15
16 index . cnt = 0
17
18 i f name == ” main ” :
19 app . run ( host= ’ 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 ’ , debug=True )

To test the behavior of NGINX in a reverse proxy setup, we will mimic a
real-world setup with a python web application served through the uWSGI
web server [48]. For the web application, we decided on using Flask [38],
a lightweight web application framework similar to Django [16], due to its
simplicity and the author’s familiarity with it. Both Flask and uWSGI can
be easily installed through the pip package manager. Listing 4.1 shows the
complete code of the Flask application which we store in the server.py file.
In addition to that, we require a file in the same folder called wsgi.py with
the following contents:

1 from server import app
2
3 i f name == ” main ” :
4 app . run ( )

To start the server on port 5000, assuming the above mentioned files are in
the same folder, we can call:

$ uwsgi −−socket 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 : 5 0 0 0 −−protoco l=http \
−w wsgi : app

This will start the uWSGI server which will then forward requests to the
Flask application using the wsgi protocol. To start the NGINX server, we
can do the following call:

$ nginx −c nginx conf ig

The configuration file specified with the -c flag is shown in Listing 4.2. It
sets up a reverse proxy server listening on port 4433 which proxies requests
to a web server listening on port 5000 on localhost. The choice of both
ports is arbitrary, but from now on we will be using 4433 as the server port
since it is the default value used by OpenSSL. As explained in Section 3.4.1,
the proxy set header option adds an additional Early-Data variable to the
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HTTP request when the data is forwarded to an application before the TLS
handshake is complete, i.e. when it is processed as early data. This vari-
able can then be used by the application to determine how to handle the
request. The end result is that we have a typical setup with a reverse proxy
forwarding requests to a web server.

Listing 4.2: NGINX minimal example configuration file that sets up a reverse proxy and enables
early data support for it. All HTTPS requests are terminated and forwarded as HTTP to a server
running on localhost and accepting requests at port 5000.

1 events {}
2
3 http {
4 server {
5 l i s t e n 4433 s s l ;
6 s s l c e r t i f i c a t e c e r t . pem ;
7 s s l c e r t i f i c a t e k e y key . pem ;
8 s s l p r o t o c o l s TLSv1 . 3 ;
9 s s l e a r l y d a t a on ;

10
11 l o c a t i o n / {
12 proxy set header Early−Data $ s s l e a r l y d a t a ;
13 proxy pass ht tp : / / 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 5 0 0 0 ;
14 }
15 }
16 }

4.2.3 Wireshark

Wireshark [11] is a tool that we use to analyze the traffic between a client and
a server on the local connection. After we start the application, we can select
an interface on which to monitor all exchanged packets. For our use case,
we would select the loopback interface which records all packets exchanged
on the local machine. This in itself is already sufficient to analyze some of
the TLS traffic since the initial ClientHello and ServerHello messages are
sent in clear, but everything after that is encrypted. However, when we are
using the OpenSSL server, we can circumvent the encryption by adding the
-keylogfile flag to the command. This will store the current server secrets
in a format which can be used by Wireshark to decrypt all TLS traffic to the
server. Another trick we can use is to set the SSLKEYLOGFILE environmental
variable to point to the same file we use for OpenSSL. This makes both NSS
and BoringSSL output their handshake secrets in a format that is usable by
Wireshark for decryption.
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4.2.4 TLS-Attacker

TLS-Attacker [40] is a tool, developed at Ruhr-Universität in Bochum, pri-
marily intended for analyzing TLS libraries for research purposes. It allows
developers to easily craft specific message flows in the TLS protocol, using
either Java code or XML files, and executing them against the target libraries.
It comes with a built-in client and server application, as well as with many
standard attacks. It also comes with a keygen.sh script which we initially
used to generate all of the keys and certificates for our tests, but later had to
change to the ones generated by Minica due to Chromium and Firefox.

Listing 4.3: XML file for describing a setup for TLS-Attacker needed for a man-in-the-middle
attack. The end result is a setup in which TLS-Attacker waits for a client to connect on port
4432, and then connects to a server on port 4433. The setup is taken from an example created
by Marcel Maehren [30].

1 <?xml version=” 1 . 0 ” encoding=”UTF−8” standalone=” yes ” ?>
2
3 <workflowTrace>
4 < !−− Connect a s a c l i e n t on l o c a l h o s t , p o r t 4433 −−>
5 <OutboundConnection>
6 <a l i a s>mitm2server</ a l i a s>
7 <port>4433</port>
8 <hostname>l o c a l h o s t</hostname>
9 <t imeout>100</timeout>

10 </OutboundConnection>
11 < !−− Wait as a s e r v e r on c o n n e c t i o n s on p o r t 4432 −−>
12 <InboundConnection>
13 <a l i a s>cl ient2mitm</ a l i a s>
14 <port>4432</port>
15 <t imeout>100</timeout>
16 </InboundConnection>
17 </workflowTrace>

We will be using TLS-Attacker primarily to simulate an adversary which
controls the network. To do that, we will employ TLS-Attacker as a man-
in-the-middle attacker which forwards messages between the client and the
server. To use TLS-Attacker in this mode, we can define an XML configura-
tion file as shown in Listing 4.3. Assuming we stored the XML configuration
in a file called setup.xml, to start TLS-Attacker we can call:

$ java − j a r TLS−C l i e n t . j a r −connect l o c a l h o s t : 4432 \
−workflow input setup . xml

The -connect flag indicates the port on which TLS-Attacker will wait for
connections from a TLS client. This is needed in addition to the port speci-
fication in the configuration file. Apart from the XML preamble, a protocol
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flow in TLS-Attacker is described by a top-level workflowTrace element.
Commands are then listed as child elements of the workflowTrace in order
in which they are to be executed. For more information on the capabilities
of TLS-Attacker and the installation instructions, see the README file and
the wiki in the TLS-Attacker git repository [40].

4.3 Objectives

In this section we describe the objectives of our practical analysis. We have
defined three objectives for the servers, and one objective for the clients.
As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, our focus will mainly be on
the anti-replay mechanisms of the built-in TLS library servers and NGINX.
We will also analyze the client behavior related to session management of
Chromium, and Firefox. All methods which we will use to achieve our
objectives will be described in the next section.

Our first objective is to determine whether the TLS servers implement any
kind of anti-replay defense. The idea is to ensure that we did not miss
some general anti-replay mechanism during our code survey which is not
described in the TLS specification. We expect that OpenSSL, NSS, and NG-
INX in combination with OpenSSL will all pass the anti-replay mechanisms
test while BoringSSL should fail.

Our second objective is to determine whether the ticket-skew checks, i.e.
ticket freshness checks, are enforced correctly. Even though ticket-skew
checks by themselves are not enough to prevent replays, they are a cru-
cial part for limiting the time available to the attacker to send replays. This
is especially true for NSS where anti replay mechanisms ensure that session
tickets which are replayed during the ticket-skew window, are not accepted.
Without ticket-skew checks, NSS would be vulnerable to simple replay at-
tacks which send tickets outside of the protected window. We expect all TLS
libraries and NGINX in both configurations to correctly implement this.

Our third objective is to determine whether single-use session tickets are
enforced in TLS servers. Even though this is already partially covered under
our first objective, we still want to test this separately since session reuse
might not necessarily be done by an adversary, but by legitimate clients. We
expect that only OpenSSL and NGINX compiled with OpenSSL will enforce
single-use of session tickets, while the rest of the TLS libraries and NGINX
compiled with BoringSSL will accept resumptions with the same session
ticket twice.

Our final objective is to examine the retry behavior of Chromium and Fire-
fox. Specifically, we are interested to see if browsers automatically retry
requests which contain early data, as well as whether single-use of session
tickets is done by clients. Since we did not analyze browser retry behavior
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in our code analysis, we do not have any expectations. However, we can use
the knowledge from our review of BoringSSL and NSS session management
in Section 3.2.2 to predict that Chromium should implement single-use of
session tickets, while Firefox probably will not. This means that Chromium
will not do retries using the same session ticket multiple times, while Firefox
possibly might, unless it implements some additional checks on top of NSS.

4.4 Methodology

In this section we describe the methods used to achieve the objectives stated
in the previous section. The first three methods are designed to be used to
test the three standalone TLS servers and NGINX, while our last two meth-
ods are designed to be used to test the two web browsers. Whenever we
test a client or server, we will use the built-in OpenSSL client and server
as the other communicating party. In case we need a MITM adversary, we
will use TLS-Attacker. We report on the results of our practical analysis
in Section 4.5. Note that we test NGINX in two configurations, once us-
ing OpenSSL, and another time using BoringSSL as the underlying TLS li-
brary. It will be interesting to see whether the observed behavior of NGINX
matches the behavior of the underlying TLS library it uses. As explained in
Section 4.2.2, NGINX is typically used as a reverse proxy. We will therefore
be doing all of our tests with a setup where NGINX is a reverse proxy for a
Flask application server, regardless of the underlying TLS library.

4.4.1 Testing Server Anti-replay Mechanisms

To test the anti-replay mechanisms of the corresponding TLS implemen-
tations, we employ TLS-Attacker as a man-in-the-middle attacker which
records network traffic and replays it on the connection. The objective of
such an attack is to get the server to accept early data twice. Fortunately
for us, such an attack is provided as an example in TLS-Attacker under the
name 0rtt replay.xml. However, the attack was written for an older ver-
sion of the TLS 1.3 protocol and, if run as is, caused TLS-Attacker to crash.
With the help of the TLS-Attacker developers, we managed to fix the bug
and update the attack to work with the final version of TLS 1.3. In addition
to TLS-Attacker, we used OpenSSL as our client of choice for sending the
requests we need. To check if the attack was successful, we looked at the
traffic in Wireshark and the output of the server which was being tested.

The attack which will be done with TLS-Attacker is shown in Figure 4.1.
The attack assumes that the client is attempting a 0-RTT handshake with the
server. TLS-Attacker will allow the handshake to complete before resetting
the connection and replaying the first message of the client to the server. It
is important that the replayed message is sent inside of the allowed ticket-
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EndOfEarlyData, FinishedEndOfEarlyData, Finished

ServerHello, ..., Finished ServerHello, ..., Finished

ResetConnection

ClientHello + 0-RTT

ClientHello + 0-RTT dataClientHello + 0-RTT data

Client Attacker Server

Figure 4.1: Simple replay attack on early data as is done by TLS-Attacker. The adversary
replays the first message of the client to the server without any modifications.

skew window, otherwise the replay would immediately be detected. The
corresponding XML file which specifies this attack in TLS-Attacker is shown
in Listing 4.4.

Listing 4.4: XML file for doing a simple replay attack with TLS-Attacker. Note that we left out
the initial setup for a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacker shown in Listing 4.3. The code was
adapted from the 0rtt replay.xml example in TLS-Attacker.

1 <workflowTrace>
2 < !−− Setup f o r t h e MITM a t t a c k e r o m i t t e d f o r b r e v i t y . −−>
3
4 < !−− B u f f e r t h e incoming C l i e n t H e l l o and e a r l y d a t a
5 i n t o t h e c l i e n t 2 m i t m b u f f e r −−>
6 <BufferedGenericReceive>
7 <connect ionAl ias>cl ient2mitm</connect ionAl ias>
8 <messages/>
9 <records/>

10 </BufferedGenericReceive>
11 < !−− Copy a l l m e s s a g e s from t h e c l i e n t 2 m i t m c o n n e c t i o n
12 b u f f e r t o t h e mi tm2se rve r c o n n e c t i o n b u f f e r −−>
13 <DeepCopyBuffers>
14 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
15 <to>mitm2server</to>
16 </DeepCopyBuffers>
17
18 < !−− Forward m e s s a g e s from t h e mi tm2se rve r c o n n e c t i o n
19 b u f f e r t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
20 <PopAndSendRecord>
21 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
22 </PopAndSendRecord>
23 <PopAndSendRecord>
24 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
25 </PopAndSendRecord>
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26 <PopAndSendRecord>
27 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
28 </PopAndSendRecord>
29 < !−− Forward a l l s e r v e r ’s r e s p o n s e s t o t h e c l i e n t −−>
30 <ForwardRecords>
31 <from>mitm2server</from>
32 <to>cl ient2mitm</to>
33 </ForwardRecords>
34 < !−− Forward a l l c l i e n t ’s r e s p o n s e s t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
35 <ForwardRecords>
36 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
37 <to>mitm2server</to>
38 </ForwardRecords>
39
40 < !−− The i n i t i a l handshake i s done a t t h i s p o i n t −−>
41
42 < !−− R e s e t c o n n e c t i o n t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
43 <ResetConnection>
44 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
45 </ResetConnection>
46 < !−− Copy t h e o r i g i n a l m e s s a g e s from t h e c l i e n t 2 m i t m
47 c o n n e c t i o n b u f f e r t o t h e mi tm2se rve r c o n n e c t i o n
48 b u f f e r −−>
49 <CopyBuffers>
50 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
51 <to>mitm2server</to>
52 </CopyBuffers>
53
54 < !−− E x e c u t e t h e a c t u a l r e p l a y a t t a c k by s e n d i n g m e s s a g e s
55 f rom t h e mi tm2se rve r c o n n e c t i o n b u f f e r t o t h e
56 s e r v e r −−>
57 <PopAndSendRecord>
58 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
59 </PopAndSendRecord>
60 <PopAndSendRecord>
61 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
62 </PopAndSendRecord>
63 <PopAndSendRecord>
64 <connect ionAl ias>mitm2server</connect ionAl ias>
65 </PopAndSendRecord>
66
67 <workflowTrace>

To give a concrete example of how the attack works, we will describe the
steps taken in testing an OpenSSL server. For BoringSSL, NSS, and NGINX,
the process is the same, only the respective server will be used instead of
the OpenSSL server. To start a local TLS 1.3 OpenSSL server which supports
early data, and which uses the TLS-Attacker generated key and certificate,
we use the call shown in Section 4.1:
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$ openssl s s e r v e r −key key . pem \
−c e r t c e r t . pem − t l s 1 3 −e a r l y d a t a

For a 0-RTT handshake to take place, we first need to run a normal TLS 1.3
handshake with the OpenSSL client to store the issued session ticket. We do
this with the -sess out flag. The next step is to start TLS-Attacker which
waits for a client connection before executing the attack. We finally do a
resumption handshake using a second call to the OpenSSL client with the
-sess in and -early data flags. In summary, to execute the whole attack,
we need to run:

$ openssl s c l i e n t −connect 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 4 4 3 3 − t l s 1 3 \
−s e s s o u t s e s s

$ java − j a r TLS−C l i e n t . j a r −connect l o c a l h o s t : 4432 \
−workflow input 0 r t t r e p l a y . xml

$ openssl s c l i e n t −connect 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 4 4 3 2 − t l s 1 3 \
−e a r l y d a t a e a r l y D a t a F i l e −s e s s i n s e s s

For TLS-Attacker to correctly intercept the client conection, in the second
call to the OpenSSL client we changed the port from 4433 to 4432. This
corresponds to the ports shown in Listing 4.3. The data sent as early data is
not important in this case, it only matters that it exists. For all of our server
tests we used an empty GET request message.

4.4.2 Testing Server Ticket-skew Checks

To test the ticket-skew mechanisms, we again employ TLS-Attacker as a
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacker. One of the commands supported by
TLS-Attacker is the Wait command which allows specifying how many mil-
liseconds to wait before continuing execution of the message flow. With this
we can check that tickets which are skewed too much, i.e. took more time
than is allowed to arrive, are working as expected. The attack is shown in
Figure 4.2.

The XML file for executing the attack in TLS-Atacker is shown in Listing 4.5.
We add a Wait command before forwarding messages from the client to the
server. If the delay is large enough, then the server should reject the 0-
RTT handshake and fall back to a 1-RTT handshake. Note that the timeout

parameter in the MITM setup from Figure 4.3 causes delays while TLS-
Attacker is waiting on messages to arrive. Because of that we expect the
accepted ticket skews to differ slightly from our predictions.

The rest of the setup and calls is the same as in the previous test, we only
need to change the XML file used in the attack. We can again use the
OpenSSL client to send the requests we need, while changing the server
which is being tested. In case early data is rejected due to ticket-skew checks,
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ServerHello + Accept 0-RTTServerHello + Accept 0-RTT

Finish Finish

ClientHello + 0-RTT

Wait for delay
amount of time

ClientHello + 0-RTT
Client Attacker Server

Figure 4.2: Simple attack which delays the initial ClientHello message and early data for a
delay amount of time. The figure depicts the case when early data is accepted. In case the
delay is smaller than the allowed ticket skew, the server will accept early data and send back
an early data extension. Otherwise, the server will reject the early data but will still do a full
handshake.

the OpenSSL client will output an “Early data was rejected” message. In
case the delay was not long enough, the OpenSSL client will output: “Early
data was accepted”.

Listing 4.5: XML file for testing ticket-skew checks with TLS-Attacker. TLS-Attacker waits
for delay milliseconds before allowing the handshake to finish. Note that we left out the initial
setup for a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacker shown in Listing 4.3.

1 <workflowTrace>
2 < !−− Setup f o r t h e MITM a t t a c k e r o m i t t e d f o r b r e v i t y . −−>
3
4 < !−− B u f f e r t h e incoming C l i e n t H e l l o and e a r l y d a t a
5 i n t o t h e c l i e n t 2 m i t m b u f f e r −−>
6 <BufferedGenericReceive>
7 <connect ionAl ias>cl ient2mitm</connect ionAl ias>
8 <messages/>
9 <records/>

10 </BufferedGenericReceive>
11 < !−− Copy a l l m e s s a g e s from t h e c l i e n t 2 m i t m c o n n e c t i o n
12 b u f f e r t o t h e mi tm2se rve r c o n n e c t i o n b u f f e r −−>
13 <DeepCopyBuffers>
14 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
15 <to>mitm2server</to>
16 </DeepCopyBuffers>
17
18 < !−− Wait f o r delay m i l l i s e c o n d s b e f o r e
19 c o n t i n u i n g −−>
20 <Wait>
21 <time>delay</time>
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22 </Wait>
23
24 < !−− Forward a l l c l i e n t ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
25 <ForwardRecords>
26 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
27 <to>mitm2server</to>
28 </ForwardRecords>
29 < !−− Forward a l l s e r v e r ’s r e s p o n s e s t o t h e c l i e n t −−>
30 <ForwardRecords>
31 <from>mitm2server</from>
32 <to>cl ient2mitm</to>
33 </ForwardRecords>
34 < !−− Forward a l l c l i e n t ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
35 <ForwardRecords>
36 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
37 <to>mitm2server</to>
38 </ForwardRecords>
39
40 <workflowTrace>

4.4.3 Testing Server Single-use Sessions

To test the single-use session anti-replay mechanisms we only need the
OpenSSL client. Every time a session resumption is done, the client will
by default output whether the session was successfully resumed or whether
a new session had to be negotiated through a full handshake. The follow-
ing steps demonstrate the process, assuming that a server is running on
localhost on port 4433:

$ openssl s c l i e n t −connect 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 4 4 3 3 − t l s 1 3 \
−s e s s o u t s e s s

$ openssl s c l i e n t −connect 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 4 4 3 3 − t l s 1 3 \
−s e s s i n s e s s

$ openssl s c l i e n t −connect 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 : 4 4 3 3 − t l s 1 3 \
−s e s s i n s e s s

The first command will do a handshake and store the session tickets received
from the server in sess. The second and third command will then attempt
resumption using the same session ticket. In case resumption was successful
and single-use session tickets are enforced, in the second call we would
expect the OpenSSL client to output something akin to:

Reused , TLSv1 . 3 , Cipher i s TLS AES 256 GCM SHA384

While in the third call we would expect it to output something akin to:

New, TLSv1 . 3 , Cipher i s TLS AES 256 GCM SHA384
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In case single-use of session tickets is not enforced, we would expect to see
the “Reused” line appear in both cases.

Listing 4.6: XML file which makes TLS-Attacker accept the initial connection from the client,
but then simply waits for a long time. Note that we left out the initial setup for a man-in-the-
middle (MITM) attacker shown in Listing 4.3.

1 <workflowTrace>
2 < !−− Setup f o r t h e MITM a t t a c k e r o m i t t e d f o r b r e v i t y . −−>
3
4 < !−− B u f f e r t h e incoming C l i e n t H e l l o and e a r l y d a t a
5 i n t o t h e c l i e n t 2 m i t m b u f f e r −−>
6 <BufferedGenericReceive>
7 <connect ionAl ias>cl ient2mitm</connect ionAl ias>
8 <messages/>
9 <records/>

10 </BufferedGenericReceive>
11
12 < !−− Wait f o r a l ong t ime −−>
13 <Wait>
14 <time>1000000</time>
15 </Wait>
16
17 </workflowTrace>

Listing 4.7: XML file which allows all application messages to be exchanged between a client and
a server through TLS-Attacker. Note that we left out the initial setup for a man-in-the-middle
(MITM) attacker shown in Listing 4.3.

1 <workflowTrace>
2 < !−− Setup f o r t h e MITM a t t a c k e r o m i t t e d f o r b r e v i t y . −−>
3
4 < !−− Forward a l l c l i e n t ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
5 <ForwardRecords>
6 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
7 <to>mitm2server</to>
8 </ForwardRecords>
9 < !−− Forward a l l s e r v e r ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e c l i e n t −−>

10 <ForwardRecords>
11 <from>mitm2server</from>
12 <to>cl ient2mitm</to>
13 </ForwardRecords>
14
15 < !−− The p r e v i o u s two ForwardRecords a c t i o n s a r e r e p e a t e d
16 enough t i m e s f o r a l l a p p l i c a t i o n me s s a g e s t o be
17 exchanged −−>
18
19 <workflowTrace>
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4.4.4 Testing Browsers Retry Behavior

To test the browser retry behavior we use TLS-Attacker as a MITM adver-
sary which forwards requests from the browser to the web server. We also
employ the NGINX and web server combination described in Section 4.2.2.
First, we will let the browser connect to the server and get new session tick-
ets through TLS-Attacker. To accomplish that we use a message flow shown
in Listing 4.6. It might seem strange to establish session tickets this way, but
we found this to be the simplest way to do it. If we allowed the browser di-
rect access to the server, and then attempted resumption with TLS-Attacker
in-between, the browser might not know what the correct session ticket to
use is since the port would be different. After the website has loaded and
no more requests are being made, we will start TLS-Attacker in the MITM
setup with the attack flow shown in Listing 4.7. We will then refresh the
page to trigger a new GET request which should try sending the request
as early data. If we wait long enough, the request should time-out and we
expect the browser to retry. By monitoring the network using Wireshark
we can see when a repeated request is sent and if it includes early data.
One thing to note is that we had to introduce an artificial delay on the local
network by invoking:

$ t c qdisc add dev lo root netem delay 500ms

As explained by Ansari [1], this adds a network delay of 500 milliseconds to
all requests on the local network. We had to do this because the handshake
would sometimes finish too fast and early data would not get sent. This also
meant that we had to increase the timeout value in the MITM setup from
Listing 4.3 to a value greater than 500. In our case, we set it to 1000 to ensure
that the connection did not get closed prematurely.

We also added the following two lines to our NGINX configuration file in-
side of the server context:

keepal ive t imeout 10 s ;
c l i e n t h e a d e r t i m e o u t 10 s ;

We used those two lines to force NGINX to close the connection with the
browsers after ten seconds. Otherwise, we would have had to wait for the
default 60 seconds before we could refresh the page and trigger a new hand-
shake.

4.4.5 Testing Browser Single-use Sessions

To test whether browsers only use session tickets once, we again use TLS-
Attacker as a MITM adversary which forwards requests from the browser
to the web server. For the web server, we will also use the same setup as
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in the previous test, including the artificial delay. We first let TLS-Attacker
forward all messages between the browser and the server using the message
flow in Listing 4.6. This should allow the browser to get and store new
session tickets. After the initial session tickets are established, we test three
scenarios: session use during normal operation, session use when the TLS
handshake fails immediately after the ClientHello message, and session
use when the TLS handshake completes but new session tickets are not sent.
We then force the browser to retry the request by refreshing the page. The
TLS-Attacker message flows for the second and third scenario are shown
combined in Listing 4.8.

Listing 4.8: XML file which only allows the initial TLS handshake messages to go through with
TLS-Attacker. This corresponds to scenario three from Section 4.4.5. If lines 14–23 are removed,
then only the client’s initial flight of messages will go through and we get scenario two from the
same section. Note that we left out the initial setup for a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacker
shown in Listing 4.3.

1 <workflowTrace>
2 < !−− Setup f o r t h e MITM a t t a c k e r o m i t t e d f o r b r e v i t y . −−>
3
4 < !−− Forward a l l c l i e n t ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
5 <ForwardRecords>
6 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
7 <to>mitm2server</to>
8 </ForwardRecords>
9

10 < !−− Cut t ing t h e f i l e h e r e makes TLS a t t a c k e r send on ly
11 t h e f i r s t TLS handshake messages , i n c l u d i n g t h e e a r l y
12 d a t a −−>
13
14 < !−− Forward a l l s e r v e r ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e c l i e n t −−>
15 <ForwardRecords>
16 <from>mitm2server</from>
17 <to>cl ient2mitm</to>
18 </ForwardRecords>
19 < !−− Forward a l l c l i e n t ’s m e s s a g e s t o t h e s e r v e r −−>
20 <ForwardRecords>
21 <from>cl ient2mitm</from>
22 <to>mitm2server</to>
23 </ForwardRecords>
24
25 </workflowTrace>

4.5 Results

In this section we present the results of our tests. We will go through each
TLS implementation and describe whether the results match our under-
standing from the code survey. During our tests, we discovered an unfore-
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seen configuration issue related to the way NGINX interacts with OpenSSL
when early data is enabled.

4.5.1 OpenSSL

The results of our test of the OpenSSL server match our findings in the code
survey. When we run the anti-replay mechanisms test against the server, the
first request with the early data gets accepted, while the early data of the re-
played request gets rejected. This is indicated by “Early data received:” and
the contents of the early data request for the first request. For the replayed
request, the server outputs “Early data was rejected” and falls back to a 1-
RTT handshake. This is expected because OpenSSL implements the single-
use session anti-replay mechanism and it is turned on by default when early
data is enabled. Since the second request uses the same session ticket as the
first one, OpenSSL will reject the resumption attempt. We can also look at
the second request’s ServerHello extensions in Wireshark to confirm that
early data was not accepted.

In our ticket-skew test, OpenSSL correctly rejects tickets which take too long
to arrive and falls back to a 1-RTT handshake. The maximum delay with
which tickets were accepted was around eight and a half seconds. This is in
line with the nine second limit we established in the code survey, minus the
delays introduced by TLS-Attacker while waiting on messages.

The final test we performed for OpenSSL is the single-use sessions test. The
first resumption request was accepted alongside the early data, while the
second request fell back to a 1-RTT handshake. As we have explained for
the first test, this is expected since OpenSSL implements a single-use session
anti-replay mechanism. If we repeat the test, but remove the early data flag
from the server, both resumption attempts with the same ticket are accepted.
However, in that case no early data is accepted by the server.

4.5.2 BoringSSL

The results of our test of the BoringSSL server match our findings in the code
survey. There was one oddity which we noticed during testing and which
we did not predict in our code survey. Instead of issuing session tickets
immediately after a handshake, BoringSSL was issuing them only after the
first application data was sent to the client. This fortunately did not have
any effects on our testing, but we did have to manually press enter to send a
message in the command line which triggered the issuance of a new session
ticket.

As predicted by the code survey, both the original and replayed data were
accepted since BoringSSL does not implement any anti-replay mechanisms
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apart from ticket-skew checks. This was indicated by “Early data: yes”,
followed by the contents of the early data file in the server’s output.

We also confirmed that resumption attempts with tickets which take too
long to arrive are correctly reverted to a 1-RTT handshake. The maximum
delay with which tickets were accepted was around 58 seconds. This mostly
matches the expected delay of sixty seconds minus the delays introduced
by TLS-Attacker. We are unsure why the difference was bigger than in the
other tests.

In the single-use sessions test, both resumption attempts with early data
were accepted. This again matches our expectations from our code analysis.
As we have already discussed previously in Section 3.2.3, we are not sure
why the developers of BoringSSL decided that the ticket-skew check was
enough.

4.5.3 NSS

The results of our tests of NSS match our findings in the code survey. The
anti-replay mechanisms of NSS worked as expected. The first early data
request is accepted, while the second one is marked as a replay. This can be
seen in the server’s output which for the first request shows:

TLS13 [ 1 9 0 1 9 2 9 3 2 8 ] : replay check current window : ok
TLS13 [ 1 9 0 1 9 2 9 3 2 8 ] : replay check previous window : ok

while for the second it shows:

TLS13 [ 1 9 0 1 9 2 9 3 2 8 ] : replay check current window : replay
TLS13 [ 1 9 0 1 9 2 9 3 2 8 ] : ignore 0−RTT

To get the above outputs we had to set the environmental variables SSLTRACE
and SSLDEBUG to 20 before starting the server.

In our ticket-skew test, NSS correctly rejects tickets which take too long to
arrive. The maximum delay with which tickets were accepted was around
four seconds. Since NSS does not define a default for the allowed ticket
skew, we checked the built-in NSS client implementation. There we found
the call to SSL CreateAntiReplayContext which sets the ticket-skew win-
dow to ten second. This corresponds to a symmetric five second interval in
either direction which, combined with the delay introduce by TLS-Attacker,
matches our test results.

As explained in Section 3.2.3, ClientHello recording combined with ticket-
skew checks does not ensure single-use of session tickets. This was also
confirmed in our testing where both resumption attempts in the single-use
sessions test were accepted.
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4.5.4 Chromium

In normal operations, Chromium always uses a different session ticket to
establish a connection, usually the last one it was issued. In Wireshark we
can see that Chromium sometimes tries establishing multiple parallel TLS
connection, one of which is usually used for the HTTP request, and another
which is usually used to fetch the website favicon. Each of the requests
uses a different session ticket. In our retry behavior test, when Chromium
sends a 0-RTT request, it appears to wait indefinitely for a response. We
expected it to have some timeout period after which it would retry, but after
waiting for ten minutes without any retries, we concluded that it does not.
In the second and third scenario of the single-use sessions test, Chromium
iterated through the session tickets it had not used before, until it ran out
and reverted back to full handshakes. This matches our expectation from
the code survey since BoringSSL always deletes session tickets that it tried
using.

4.5.5 Firefox

In normal operation, Firefox always uses the last session ticket that it re-
ceived from the server. Similarly to Chromium, after waiting for ten min-
utes without any retries, we concluded that Firefox does not retry 0-RTT
requests. In the second and third scenario of the single-use test, we got a re-
sult which reaffirms our observations from Section 3.2.2 in the code survey.
In both scenarios Firefox was reusing the same session ticket continuously
as long as we blocked the server from issuing a new ticket. As soon as we
allowed a new ticket to be issued, Firefox began using that instead. The
reason why Firefox, or rather NSS, does not stop using the same ticket is
because, technically, the server never rejects it. An interrupted handshake in
NSS is not considered a reason to discard a ticket.

During the tests we made an interesting observation. While accessing the
page in the third scenario, Firefox was successfully loading the page through
0.5-RTT data, but it was not getting new session tickets because we were
dropping the connection immediately after the handshake finished. Looking
from a user’s perspective, there was no difference between the third scenario
and a normal access to the web page. This means that it is possible to reuse
session tickets without any user observable effects in Firefox. As we have
mentioned before, the TLS specification [37, Section C.4.] recommends not
to reuse session tickets because passive observers would then be able to
correlate different connections. However, we had to use an active adversary
to cause the session reuse in the first place which lessens the impact of
this. Nevertheless, we think it would be better to ensure that session reuse
cannot happen at all, similarly to how Chromium does it. An additional
benefit of this would be to avoid wasting bandwidth on early data when
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communicating with servers that enforce single-use of session tickets.

4.5.6 NGINX

Finally, we go over the results of our tests of the NGINX server in a re-
verse proxy setup. Our expectations before the testing were that NGINX
would simply inherit the properties of OpenSSL and BoringSSL, depend-
ing on which TLS library it was using. This turned out to be correct in the
ticket-skew test where the checks worked as predicted by the underlying
library. However, in the anti-replay and single-use sessions test, we noticed
that the anti-replay mechanisms of OpenSSL were not enabled. This left us
searching for an explanation which we present in the rest of this section.

The configuration we used initially for NGINX based on OpenSSL is shown
in Listing 3.13. During our first test for anti-replay mechanisms, we no-
ticed that NGINX was allowing both requests to go through. According to
the OpenSSL documentation, the anti-replay mechanisms should have been
enabled automatically when early data is enabled. One might assume, by
extension, that this would also happen if early data is enabled in NGINX.
To our surprise, this was not the case. The anti-replay mechanisms are ex-
plicitly disabled in NGINX. We looked into the commit message which in-
troduced that change and the mailing list, but could not find any discussion
or explanation for why this was done. Even though the anti-replay mech-
anisms are not mandatory, they still should be implemented and enabled
according to the TLS specification. We also tried finding any discussions
of the anti-replay mechanisms on the developer mailing lists and NGINX
websites in general, but could not find any. There are two ways one could
resolve the situation. The first is to accept that we do not have any anti-
replay mechanisms and follow the advice given in the documentation and
use proxy set header Early-Data $ssl early data in the NGINX config-
uration to inform the application whenever a request is processed as early
data. The other is to somehow enable the existing anti-replay mechanisms
in OpenSSL.

If we choose the second option, one could do this by compiling NGINX
from source, but changing the part of the code which disables the anti-
replay mechanisms. Modifying code in this way is not unheard of, but for
a less advanced user, or business, this might pose a big enough obstacle
that they decide it is not worth it. The second way is more approachable
since it does not require changing NGINX code directly, but it does need
NGINX version 1.19.4, with the latest version being 1.19.8 as of writing.
This version adds a configuration option called ssl conf command which
allows changing some of the internal OpenSSL settings directly, bypassing
some of the NGINX configuration. By setting the value of the command to
Options AntiReplay, it will override the default configuration and enable
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Table 4.1: NGINX configuration combinations when using OpenSSL as the underlying TLS
library. The first row represents the default settings.

Cache Outcomes

Anti-replay Builtin Shared Resumption Single-use Replay possible

- - - X - X
- X - X - X
- - X X - X
- X X X - X
X - - - - -
X X - X X -
X - X - - -
X X X X X -

the anti-replay setting in OpenSSL. Even though it is more approachable
than the first method, it still has some issues. For one, it is relatively difficult
to discover, since the description of the command on the website is rather
vague and is not mentioned in any other context. Another problem is that it
requires an NGINX version which is still considered experimental, since the
latest stable version as of writing is 1.18.0. Finally, there is a disclaimer in
the documentation saying: “Note that configuring OpenSSL directly might
result in unexpected behavior.” which makes it difficult to justify using such
a feature.

Once we turned on the anti-replay mechanism, to check whether they work
as intended, we noticed a new problem. When we tried performing our anti-
replay test again, resumption was not working at all. Curiously, we started
looking into other configuration options available to us. One of these options
is the ssl session cache option which allows specifying whether NGINX
will use the built-in session cache of OpenSSL, or use a shared cache which is
managed by NGINX. Note that by default, the session cache is not enabled,
as is explained on the NGINX website [31]: “the use of a session cache is
gently disallowed: nginx tells a client that sessions may be reused, but does
not actually store session parameters in the cache.” By changing this option
we managed to get the expected outcome in some, but not all cases as is
shown in Table 4.1. For completeness’ sake, we also performed a similar
analysis for NGINX with BoringSSL, but did not find any inconsistencies
since BoringSSL does not implement any anti-replay mechanisms apart from
the ticket-skew checks. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 4.2.

To explain why this happens, we need to remind ourselves that the single-
use session tickets mechanism in OpenSSL relies on the internal session
cache to work properly. Since NGINX disables the built-in OpenSSL cache,
no session will be stored inside. Then, when session resumption is at-
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Table 4.2: NGINX configuration combinations when using BoringSSL as the underlying TLS
library. The first row represents the default settings.

Cache Outcomes

Anti-replay Builtin Shared Resumption Single-use Replay possible

- - - X - X
- X - X - X
- - X X - X
- X X X - X

tempted, OpenSSL will look into the cache to try and find the resuming
session. Since no sessions exist, OpenSSL concludes that this must be a
replay attack since, from its perspective, we never issued the session ticket.

Observing this strange interaction, we postulated that this problem would
also exist if we had multiple workers. In that case, even when the built-in
cache is enabled, all requests going to a worker which did not issue the orig-
inal session ticket should technically be marked as replays. As it turns out,
this is exactly what happens. If we have two workers, anti-replay enabled,
and they are using the built-in cache, then resumption will sometimes not
work. The corresponding NGINX configuration file we used in testing this
is shown in Listing 4.9. The options are chosen in a way which increases
the chance that a client will switch between the two workers on subsequent
requests. Session resumption would then fail for the first request after swap-
ping, and then continue working normally until the next swap.

All in all, it is hard to say who is exactly responsible for this issue. One
could argue that OpenSSL should handle this specific case differently, e.g.
by showing an error or silently overriding some configuration options, but
this does not sound like a good solution. Another method would be to
restructure the anti-replay mechanism to be independent from the session
cache which would require a lot of work and would probably have other
drawbacks. One could also argue that NGINX has the responsibility of solv-
ing this issue since OpenSSL on its own works correctly. They could do this
by providing a supported configuration flag for enabling the built-in anti-
replay mechanism which throws an error if not used in combination with
the built-in server cache. They might also want to provide their own anti-
replay mechanism which would also work with the shared cache between
multiple workers. In the end, one could also say that the application de-
veloper is the one responsible for implementing an anti-replay mechanism
if they decide to use 0-RTT. However, leaving such crucial defenses to be
taken care of by users is asking for trouble. We would expect that only large
companies would have the means to provide a proper anti-replay solution.
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Listing 4.9: NGINX configuration file for a reverse proxy server with two workers. The limits on
the number of worker connections and the reuseport option increase the chance that a client
will swap between the two workers.

1 daemon o f f ; worker processes 2 ;
2
3 events {
4 worker connect ions 3 ;
5 }
6
7 http {
8
9 server {

10 l i s t e n 4433 s s l reuseport ;
11 s s l c e r t i f i c a t e r s a 2 0 4 8 c e r t . pem ;
12 s s l c e r t i f i c a t e k e y rsa2048key . pem ;
13 s s l p r o t o c o l s TLSv1 . 3 ;
14 s s l e a r l y d a t a on ;
15 ssl conf command Options AntiReplay ;
16
17 # None of these three opt ions work as expected
18 s s l s e s s i o n c a c h e b u i l t i n ;
19 s s l s e s s i o n c a c h e shared:SSL:10m ;
20 s s l s e s s i o n c a c h e b u i l t i n shared:SSL:10m ;
21
22
23 l o c a t i o n / {
24 proxy set header Early−Data $ s s l e a r l y d a t a ;
25 proxy pass h t t p : / / 1 2 7 . 0 . 0 . 1 :5000 ;
26 }
27 }
28 }
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter we discuss our findings from our survey, present a high-level
summary of our results, and give some ideas for future research directions.

5.1 Discussion

We will first discuss our findings and thoughts related to the TLS libraries,
followed by our findings related to the web browsers, and finishing with a
discussion of our findings related to NGINX.

TLS libraries Looking at the different anti-replay mechanisms of TLS li-
braries we tested, the OpenSSL approach with single-use session tickets and
the NSS approach with bloom filters both successfully provide replay protec-
tion. On one hand, the OpenSSL approach is much simpler to reason about
than the NSS approach which is nondeterministic and has some drawbacks
if a client’s and server’s clocks are not synchronized. On the other hand,
due to higher memory demands of OpenSSL’s approach, NSS is much bet-
ter suited for servers which would expect many unique visitors. In our
opinion, one major drawback with NSS’s current setup is that it relies on
the application developer using NSS to enable the anti-replay mechanism
and to set its parameters. This fortunately does not make the library unsafe
to use since 0-RTT is disabled until the anti-replay mechanisms are enabled,
but it still seems unwise to leave it to developers, who might not have ex-
perience with such systems, to choose the parameters for the anti-replay
mechanism. Contrary to that, OpenSSL automatically enables anti-replay
mechanisms when 0-RTT is used and allows more advanced users to config-
ure or disable them as needed. Out of the three TLS libraries, BoringSSL is
the only library which does not implement any additional anti-replay mech-
anisms apart from the ticket skew checks. This means that BoringSSL is
susceptible to simple replay attacks if used as is. Moreover, BoringSSL sets
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a rather large limit for the acceptable ticket skew which gives potential ad-
versaries more time to do attacks. From a general complexity standpoint,
both NSS and BoringSSL are simpler than OpenSSL, since they only support
stateless tickets. As argued before, OpenSSL unfortunately can not afford
this simplification, since it is a general purpose library. This complexity ul-
timately led to the configuration issue we found in OpenSSL which we later
managed to reproduce in combination with NGINX. Looking at the 0-RTT
documentation, OpenSSL’s is the most thorough even though we identified
some areas for improvements related to the aforementioned configuration is-
sue. BoringSSL and NSS have a rather limited documentation which, more
often than not, was only in the form of comments in the code base. This
limited documentation also made it rather difficult to identify what certain
functions or options were used for during our code survey.

Overall, if we had to recommend a library for use with 0-RTT, we would
go with OpenSSL. It implements the suggested anti-replay mechanisms, it
is well documented, supports many different use cases, and has sane de-
faults. Another big point in OpenSSL’s favor, and which we would like to
see implemented in the other TLS libraries, is the separate API for sending
and reading 1-RTT and 0-RTT data. This separation makes it clear what the
intent behind a read or write call is. One thing we would like to see added
to OpenSSL is some mechanism for easier session ticket key rotation. As it
currently stands, only BoringSSL does STEK rotation. One can use external
solutions for that, but for single-server deployments it would be useful to
have something usable out-of-the-box.

Web browsers In our analysis and testing of Chromium and Firefox we
did not find anything too surprising. Both browsers implement the same
application profiles countermeasure in which they allow sending 0-RTT re-
quests only for safe HTTP methods which are expected not to cause any
state change on the server. The main difference between the two browsers
is that Chromium ensures single-use of session tickets by deleting tickets
as soon as it tries using them, while Firefox can end up reusing the same
session ticket multiple times until a new session ticket is received. The
root cause we identified is that NSS only deletes a specific session ticket if
resumption with it was rejected by the server. Even though single-use of
session tickets is not strictly mandated in the TLS specification, it is still
recommended to prevent correlation of different requests. It also prevents
unnecessary resumption attempts which would fail when connecting to a
server which enforces single-use of session tickets, e.g. the OpenSSL server,
thereby saving bandwidth.

NGINX Finally, in our initial code review of NGINX we did not find any-
thing surprising. One of our finds was that a library can easily switch be-
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tween OpenSSL and BoringSSL using the BIO interface. We identified that
there might be some cases where such a migration would lead to security
issues, but this was not the case for NGINX. Our bigger discovery was dur-
ing our practical analysis when we identified an issue where the anti-replay
mechanism, which should have been enabled by default, was not work-
ing. We narrowed the problem down to NGINX purposefully disabling the
built-in anti-replay mechanisms of OpenSSL. When we tried to enable them
explicitly, they still would not work. This is because we stumbled into yet
another problem where OpenSSL marked all resumption attempts as re-
plays when its own session cache was not enabled. We discussed possible
mitigations for this issue, but ultimately could not say who is responsible
for fixing it. In any case, we would definitely like to see better support for
anti-replay mechanisms in NGINX, primarily through better configuration
options as well as through a more detailed documentation and discussion
around possible replay issues for 0-RTT data.

5.2 Summary

The initial objective of our thesis was to survey the use of the 0-RTT hand-
shake mode in various TLS implementations. We covered three major TLS
libraries, two major browsers, and one major server implementation. In the
first part of our survey we did a code review which served to answer our
main research questions. We analyzed and commented on various aspects
of TLS implementations related to 0-RTT. In the second part of our survey
we took a more practical approach which served to double-check some of
our main findings related to the anti-replay mechanisms of the TLS servers
and the behavior of clients, specifically browsers. These initial tests did not
uncover anything unexpected and the results are consistent with the first
part of our survey. Finally, while testing NGINX we discovered a broken
interaction of different NGINX configuration options when used in combi-
nation with OpenSSL. We identified the root cause and discussed possible
ways of mitigating this issue from the perspective of different stakeholders.

5.3 Future Work

For a possible extension of the survey, it might be interesting to look into the
other major web server, Apache, to see whether it has similar issues that NG-
INX has, since they both use OpenSSL to support TLS. Given more resources
one might also try running some of our tests against real-world servers to
determine how many of them, out of those that support 0-RTT, implement
any anti-replay mechanisms. Another idea would be to look at open-source
web applications that use NGINX or Apache with 0-RTT enabled, and see
how they handle requests which arrive as early data. Also, if one were
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5. Discussion and Conclusion

looking to continue in this general research direction, the logical next steps
would be to look at implementations of other protocols which support 0-
RTT, such as QUIC or DTLS 1.3. It might also be curious to see what the
differences in 0-RTT are between HTTP/1.1, HTTP/2, and HTTP/3, in web
browsers and TLS servers. In the end, we hope that our research serves as a
good foundation for further exploration of 0-RTT implementations.
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